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INTRODUCTION 

"In most primitive societies the social relations of individuals 
are very largely regulated on the basis of kinship. This is brought 
about by the formation of fixed and more or less definite patterns 
of behaviour for each of the recognized kinds of relationship. 
There is a special pattern of behaviour, for example, for a son 
towards his father, and another for a younger brother towards his 
elder brother. The particular patterns vary from one society to 
another; but there are certain fundamental principles or tendencies 
which appear in all societies, or in all those of certain type. It is 
these general tendencies that it is the special task of social anthro
pology to discover and explain." (A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, 1924). 

"No worse affront can be hurled in the teeth of a Kurnai Aus
tralian than to call him an orphan; and the same is true of the Crow 
Indian in Montana. That so harmless a term should be resented 
as the most offensive imprecation seems strange, but there is an 
explanation for it. Among the ruder peoples [sic] influence is often 
directly dependent upon the greater or lesser number of faithful 
relatives. The kinless orphan is consequently damned to social 
impotence and considering aboriginal vanity [sic] it is natural that 
the vocabulary of vituperation should contain no more degrading 
epithet. It is therefore not only certain that neither the Kurnai 
borrowed from the Crow nor vice versa, but the reason for the ob
served parallel is clear from known facts of primitive [sic] life." 
(Robert Lowie, 1920) .1

"Around every person there is a circle or group of kindred of 
which such person is the centre, the Ego, from whom the degree of 
the relationship is reckoned, and to whom the relationship itself 
returns. Above him are his father and his mother and their as-

1 The term "bastard," which only orphans us on the father's side of the family, 

has parallel implications in our own not-so-primitive society. 

(283)
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cendants, below him are his children and their descend ants; while 
upon either side are his broth ers and sister s and their descend ant s, 
and the br other s and sisters of hi s father and of his mother and 
their descendants as well as a much grea ter numb er of collateral 
relatives desce nded from com mon ance stors still more remote. To 
him they are neare r in degree th an other individu als of the nation 
at large. A formal arrangement of the more imm ediate blood kin
dred into lines of descent , with the adoption of some method to dis
tinguish one relative from another, and to expr ess the value of the 
relation ship, would be one of the earlie st acts of hum an intelli
gence. " (Lewi s Henry Morgan, 1870). 

T o a mode rn evo lutionary biologist the se statement s might suggest 
that 50 or 100 year s ago the you ng science of anthropology was on the 
verge of adop ting the prin ciple of k in selection to exp lain at least part 
of hum an soc iality. In stead , almost the oppos ite hap pened. Thus, only 
fifteen yea rs ago, the social anthropolo gist, David Schneider, wrote, 
" ... my conviction is th at biological relatedness, used as an analytic 
category in terms of which kin ship systems may be compared and ana
lyzed, has been as much of an impediment as a useful tool in under
standing kinship in general." (Schn eider and Gough, 1974 , p. 2 .) Per
haps Schn eider's state ment is not entirely typical , but anyon e interested 
in thi s general topi c has hea rd over and over some version of the dec
lar at ion that hum an kin ship system s (or patterns of culture , or of human 
socia lity) are not to be explained by reference to biological phenomena 
or backg rounds . 

Schneid er' s state ment and the declaration s to which I refer above are 
similar for ano ther reason. T hey are essentially negative, telling us a 
way in which human soc iality is not to be explained . The current spa te 
of argum ent s agai nst an evolutionary appr oac h to hum an behavior , 
from both scientific and political direction s, is similarly for the mo st 
part negat ive, tell ing us much more forcefully what we cannot do than 
what we can. Even the suggest ion that culture is independent of biol
ogy is essentially negative, in terms of analysis. 

What is indic ated , I suggest , is the perplexity and even , perhaps, 
despair of the succe ssions of scientist s who have sought simplifying prin
ciple s or generaliz ation s by which to under stand human socia lity . At 
no time was thi s essenti al despair mor e evident to me than when an 
anthropologist recently rema rked , without additi onal comment, that 
"The effort to explain culture in utilitarian terms was abandoned long 
ago." 
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Whenever the concept of "utility" und ergoes a significant alteration , 
as it has during the past decade owing to refinements of our views of 
Darwinian selection, then it seems to me that we are obliged to try again 
to identify function s in culture. Thi s is particularly tru e in the absence 
of alternative generalizations , and I submit that one can sea rch in vain 
throughout the literatur e of the social sciences for theories that, indi
vidually or collectivel y, are satisfyin gly gene ra l or potenti ally all-encom
passing. The two possibilities that stand out are lear n·ng theory in 
psychology and a rather diffuse impli ca tion of group benefit in cultural 
anthropology . But learning theory , as pr esently constitut ed, is con
cerned with physiological and onto genetic mechanisms and sequences, 
and carrie s no probability of acco unt ing for the pre sence and nature 
of such mechani sms, or even for di fferent mechanisms in different kinds 
of organism s; hence , the tendency, perhap s of lear ning theor y to reve rt 
to singularity and, paradoxic ally, to seem more general th an it is. On 
the oth er hand, the unr eso lved not ion of group benefit in cultur e is in 
large degree directly contrary to the Darw inian model of behavi or that 
has been developing recently. 

It seem s to foJlow from these r.pp arent theoretica l inad equ acies in 
the study of hum an sociality and hi story that we are requir ed to take 
seriously all reaso nable propo sitions for filling the gap. Darwini an 
selection is at the mom ent the most promi sing and well-defined model. 
Indeed, it may be the only such model. 

It may not be unfair to suggest that a point has been reached from 
which almost any simplifyin g generalization or theo ry about human 
sociality is likely to be viewed , automatic ally, as an over simplification . 
There is little reaso n to be surpri sed if thi s is tru e . For no more com
plex task can be imagined than that of an organi sm, complex enough to 
analyze itself, undertaking the analy sis by means of the very attribute s 
to be analyzed, when one of those attribute s is a resistance to all such 
analy ses. The task becomes an endle ss success ion of ever more fru s
trating intro version s, exce pt as one restricts his atte ntion to the history 
of sociality among humans largely unaware of the systems of analysis 
and interpretation now being empl oyed. There are other reasons for 
such restriction , since attempts to deal simult aneously with the past, 
pre sent, and futur e lead us into probl ems of ethics, morality , and justice, 
a step which can quickly lead to perni cious and self-serving interpr eta
tions based on incomplet e inform ation and deliber ate or unconscious 
distortions. One of the most cliff.cult and confu sing aspect s of efforts 
to analyze human sociality is that the analysts, and all tho se who must 
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evaluate and use the analyses, are prejudiced and intere :;ted participants 
in the system. 

Perhap s if evolutionary biolo gy had te en primed and ready to offer 
to the anthropo ~ogists the conceptual tools it has available today, when 
their science was still young and recept ive, the history of the social sci
ences would have been somewh at different. The sad fact is that biology 
was not ready to provid e the tools neede d when the students of human 
behavior formally began their task. One con sequence is that now the 
evolutionary biolo gist who believes he has found a useful analytical tool 
must be a much more effective salesman. None of the social sciences 
is any longer a receptive infant or adolescent. The modern evolutionary 
biologist who wishes to commun:cate with his social science colleagues 
must be prepar ed not only to exp lain the logic of his approach but to 
defend his motiv ations, and to explain why the rejectio n of some form 
of his approach decades ago was inadequate; and he must be prep ared 
to jusf fy his approach by explaining how to prevent it from being mis
used. 

Evolutionary biolo gy does have some apparently new conceptu al 
tools. Th ey have not yet been app lied on any large sca le to analyses of 
hum an social history; their nature is still so sketchily under stood as to 
lead to bitter controversies; and they are different enough, as a set, from 
any used previou sly to require a who le new test of their value. I will 
review the history and nature of these conceptual tool s briefly , and then 
try to apply them , tentatively and rudim entarily, to the probl ems de
scribed and suggested by the anthropo logists quoted above. 

I describe the conceptual tools of modern evolutionary biology as 
only "app arently" new, because eac h traces quite clearly either to Dar
win, contemporary with Morgan , or to R. A. Fi sher , whose critical book, 
The Genet ical The ory of Natural Se!ection, was first published five years 
after R adcliffe-Brown' s descriptions of the task of social anthropology. 
What has happen ed in evolufonary biology durin g the past decade is, to 
some large extent, a rediscovery of Fisher and an updating of Darwini sm. 
I believe that the extent and nature of this updatin g deserves a brief 
review here. 

THE STRUCTURE OF EVOLUTIONARY THEORY 
Darwinian theory is simple to state , difficult to apply, and astonish

ing to cont emplate. The evolutionary proce ss from which it stems de
rives from the interaction of five ba sic phenom ena: 

1. Inheritance: All living organism s (phenotypes) are products of 
the interaction of their genetic materials (genotypes) with their develop-
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mental (onto genetic) environment s; the se genetic materials can be passed 
from generation to generation unch anged. 

2. Mutation: Th e genetic material s do ch ange occasionally, and 
the se chan ges are in turn herit able. 

3. Selection: All genetic lines do not reproduce equally , and the 
cause s of this variation may be con sistent for long periods. 

4. Drift: Gen etic materials are sometime s lost through accident s, 
which are random or non-rep etitive in their effect s on population s. 

5 . Isolation: Not all genetic line s ar e abl e, for variou s intrinsic and 
extrinsic reason s, to interbr eed freely , and thus to continu ally re-amal
gamate their differences. 

The se five phenomena have all been demon str ated repe atedly , and 
they can be demon strated at will , as can variou s of their interactions. 
No living thing s have been demon str ated to lack any of them , or are 
suspected to lack any of them . H ence, they may be described as the 
factu al bas is of evolution. 

The theory of evolution is the propo sition that the interactions of 
these five phenomena , in the succe ssion s of environments in which or
ganisms have lived, account for the trait s and history of all form s of 
Lfe. Th e difficult problem we face here is how to tran slate this simple 
proposition so as to apply it, if possible, tow ard a better understanding 
of human sociality . 

Of the five main comp onent s of the evolution ary proce ss, natural 
selection , or the differenti al reproduction of genetic vari ants , is almost 
univer sally accepted as the principal guiding force. The reasons for 
thi s ass umption are: first , that altering direction s of selection app arently 
always alter s direction s of ch ange in organism s; second , that the causes 
of mutation and the causes of selection app ear to be independent; and , 
third, that only the cau ses of selection remain consistently directional 
for long period s. 

Mutation s are cau sed, at least chiefly in the past, by atmo spheric 
radiation. Selection is caused by wh at Darwin termed the "Ho stile 
Force s of Nature " : climate, weath er, food shorta ges, predator s, para
sites , and diseases. Thi s list impl ies comp etition for re source s, such as 
food , and shelter or protection from the other hostile force s; accordingly, 
for all sexu al speci es , we mu st include as a selective factor comp etition 
for mates, and for the best mates . 

Bec ause dir ection s of mut ation evidently remain random in regard 
to directions of selection , mutational change s as such are independent 
of adaptation , or the fine tunin g that or gani sms exhibit in re spon se to 
their physical and biotic environments. The same is true of genetic 
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drift, for its causes are by definition without cumulative directional 
effects on the genetic materials. This means that as evolution proceeds 
mutations must increasingly tend to become deleterious , and their rates 
have likely been severely selected downward. It also means that direc
tional evolutionary change has to be caused by directional selection. 
The only exception that I can imagine is the concept of selection sud
denly becoming absent in the environment of a complex organism, with 
mutational changes then leading to steady reductions in complexity. 
Although this effect has sometimes been postulated when some particular 
selective pressure has evidently disappea red (e.g., reduction s in size and 
complexity of human teeth with the advent of cooked food, or disap
pearance of eyes in cave animals), such cases are more appropriately 
explained as changes in directions of selection. In no way do they sup
port an argument that selection itself somehow mysteriously disappeared 
from the organism's environm ent. When one direction or force of selec
tion is removed from the environment of a species, the effect is to cause 
other previously opposing forces to become more intense or powerful. 

These are the reasons, then , for the common tendency to refer to the 
theory of evolution as _the theory of natural selection. They lead us to 
the conclusion that to apply evolutionary theory to human problem s we 
must focus our attention on the causes and effects of differential repro
duction. 

DARWIN'S CLAIM OF UNIVERSALITY 

Theorie s are support ed by their ability to explain observations, and 
to explain them better than a.lternative theories. They are discarded 
when they do not match verifiable observations. In consequence it is 
possible to prove that a theory is incorrect, but impossible to prove in 
a precisely parallel fashion that another theory is the correct one. To 
prove a theory correct it would be necessary to test all possible predic
tions. Since this is impractical, if not impossible, the correctness of a 
theory can be supported but not proved. 

This logical problem has sensitized scientists and philosophers to the 
significance of locating, for any theory, observations or predictions that 
if true would falsify it. The theory in question will be supported if 
such predictions repeat edly prove false, or if such observations are im
possible because the falsifying conditions do not exist. Theories are not 
regarded as useful unless means exist by which they can be falsified, 
whether in the form of a1ternative theories or contrary predictions. 

The supposed univer sality of Darwinian selection has caused a suc
cession of writers to describe it as a non-falsifiable theory - a useless 
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theory which exp lains nothing because it explai ns everything. We can 
dismiss this contention and intr oduce a compe lling and provocative as
pect of evolutionary theory by considering aga in the bold cha llenge is
sued by Darwin (1859 , p. 201): 

"If it could be proved that any part of the structure of any one 
species had been formed for the exclu sive good of another species, 
it would ann ihilate my theory , for such cou ld not have been pro
duced throu gh natural selection ." 

Darwin thus provided , in 1859 , a mean s by which his theory could be 
falsified, and he so identified it. H e said, in effect, that his theory if 
correct , should explain every thin g observable but not everyth ing imag
inable. Mor eover , he did not say that an except ion to his view of adap
tation would weaken or dimini sh his theory, rath er th at it would an
nihilate his theory . Darwini an theory thu s demands that the traits of 
organi sms take their forms largely becau se of their selective background s, 
and simultaneously rejects the possibility of certa in kind s of altrui sm 
being adaptive or reproducti vely adva ntageous. Although Darwin spoke 
only of "st ructure " we are obviously forced to expa nd the challenge 
to includ e all traits, whether morpholo gica l, physiologica l, or behavior al. 
Althou gh he spoke only of altrui sm between species we cannot avoid 
the fact that all forms of genetic or repr oductive altrui sm within spe
cies are also contr ary to evoluti onary theory, and shou ld exist only as 
a result of accidents, or sudden environm ental changes renderin g an 
organism temporarily maladap ted or incompletely adapted ; whenever 
pre sent , such altruism should be tending to disappear. Obviously , in 
considering evolution ary theory, one passes qui ckly from the mund ane 
to the startling. 

UPDATING DARWINIAN THEORY 

In addition to Darwin's challenging explanation of the means of 
falsifying the universal ity of selectio n, six genera lizatio ns may be ex
tracted from the history of evolutionary biology to give focus to a mod
ern application of Darw inism to the beh avior of hum ans or the traits 
of any and all organism s. Nearly all of these insights were actually 
generated by either Darwin (1859 , 187 1) himself or Fisher (1929, 195 8). 
Each was brought to the at tention of biologists, however, only by later 
investigations, spannin g the years 1964-197 5. 

INDIVIDUAL SELECTION 

When conflicts in function exist at group and individual levels, those 
at the individual Level are expected to prevail. lo the 1958 revision of 
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hi s book , Fi sher added an admoni shm ent that hi s fundamental theorem 
and its associate d con sidera tions , co ntrary to their use by many or mo st 
popul at ion biologis ts since the public ation of the ea rlier edition, refer 
stri ctly to " the progressive mod ification of stru ctu re or fun ct ion only in 
so far as variations in these are of advant age to the individual . . . [and 
afford] no corr esp ondin g expla nation for any prop er ties of animal s and 
plant s .. . supp osed to be of service to the species to which they belong." 

Thi s statement was lar gely overlooked until afte r George C. Willi ams 
had made its sub stance the theme of his 1966 book Adaptation and 
Natural Selection: A Critique of Some Current Evolutionary Thought. 
Th e general ity of the issue caused it to be perh aps the mo st pr omin ently 
di scussed prob lem in evo luti onary b iology durin g the followin g decade. 
Altho ugh much rem ains to be lea rn ed on thi s sub ject, it is fair to say 
that the above it alicized stat ement now repre :,ents a rathe r stron g con
sensus amo ng evo luti onar y biologist s. The imp ortant point is th at, at 
least out side hum ans, population s ev iden tly do not regulate their num
bers so as to utilize the hab itat mo st efficiently or to mo st effect ively 
avoid extin ction. Org anisms appar ently do not evolve to be the kinds 
of altruist s who predict ably and con sistently beh ave so as to save their 
population s or species at their own individual exp ense. Th e arguments 
hav e bee n deta iled elsewhere (Willi ams, 1966 -7 5; Lewo ntin , 1970; 
H amilton , 1964-75 ; We st-Eberhard , 1975 ; Maynard Smith 1964-1976 ; 
Alex ander , 1971-1976 , in press). 

Th e consequences, if these same arguments apply to hum ans, are 
clearly enor mou s. They mu st affect our views of almo st every aspect 
of hum an behavior. A s one exa mpl e they raise a question we have 
almo st entir ely overlooked in the history of biology: What kinds of 
benefits can cause group-liv ing to be profitable to individu als, and what 
are the consequen ces for individual behavior if group-livin g is mand a
tory; what if, indeed, livin g in a pa rticul ar group already h aving a par
ticul ar structu re and a particular set of socia l rules is mandatory, as it 
is for most of us tod ay? 

Elsewhere (Al exa nder , 1974 , 1975b ) I hav e argued that there may 
be but thr ee general clas ses of benefit s in group -living overcoming the 
automati c expen ses of mor e intense com petition and the greater likeli
ho od of sprea d of diseases and para sites: protection from predation; 
gro up- or pack -huntin g; and extr eme loca lizat ions of resour ces such as 
foo d or shelter, which litera lly force individu als toget her . I have also 
argued that non e of the se benefits remains for human s except that of 
pred ation , if we assume that the aggress ive compe titi on of hum an groups 
aga inst one another can be includ ed in this category. We no longer 
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live in groups to avoid sabre-toothed tigers, or to bring down lar ge 
game. Moreover , our groups have grown and grown since these poss·ble 
benefits disappeared. Perh aps ther e are reason s for this growth other 
than balance s of power among the groups involved , but if so they have 
not been brought forth. 

I have also noted (Alexander, 1975a) that our uni.queness as an 
intergroup aggressive or warring species is complemented by our unique
ness as a species in which groups compete with one another in play; 
human groups do this very intensively and extensively. We ought not 
to ignore the apparent fact that more of both war and group-competitive 
play is carried out by males than by females. 

Here I insert a caution: The kinds of things I am saying may be 
right or wrong as interpretations of human history. In any case they 
are not appropriately regarded as deterministic for the future. On the 
contrary , I suppose that the individual s and groups least bound by his
tory are tho se who best under stand it. Henc e, the question is only 
whether or not the view of history suggested here is correct. I reject any 
notion that what I am saying leads to an acceptance or promotion of a 
social Darwini st futur e, or is involved with or contrary to any other par
ticular id.eological trend. Th ose who would reject my argument s about 
history on such grounds are much more deterministic in their view of 
human behavior than I am. 

Now let us return to another of Darwin's hypothe ses. 

REPRODUCTIVE EFFORT 
The reprodu ctive effort of any individual is finite, and reprod uctive 

effort evolves so as to be fully expended during the organism's lifetime. 
In 1871, in The Des cent of Man and Selection in Rela tion to Sex, 

Charles Darwin wrote as follows : 
"The only check to a continued augmentation of fertility in 

each organism seems to be either the expenditure of power and the 
greater risks run by parents that produc e a more num ero us progeny, 
or the contingency of very numero us eggs and young being pro
duced of smaller size or less vigorous, or subsequently not so well 
nurtured." 

Darwin was saying that in the race of natu ral selection individu als 
are kept from evolving to produce more and mor e offspring by ( 1) forces 
preventing increases in size, and (2) the necessity either of (a) giving 
fewer parental benefits to each offspring, because of select ive forces 
nullifying the benefits, of, for example, growing large r so as to have 
more benefits to give, or (b) taking greater risks in the interests of giv-
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ing more benefit s. Darwin' s statement emb odies the principle that re
productiv e effort is finite, and that it evolves continu ally to be fully and 
most effectively exp ended . Th e clear implication is that every lifetime 
of every organism is to be viewed, in evolution ary term s, as no more 
and no less th an a strate gy of repr oduction by a group of genes (the 
genotyp e). Darwin' s implic ation regardin g the caloric costs and risks 
of act s was furth er developed in Fi sher 's (I 929) use of cost -benefit anal
ysis to expl ain sex rati os as an individual rather than a population adap
tation . Th e topic of reprodu ctive effort has been widely d:scussed 
since (e.g., see Hir shfield and Tinkl e, 1976). 

Again , the implication is clear th at all fun ctions of the organism are 
reproductiv e, and maxim ally so. Darwin 's and Fi sher' s arguments lead 
us to the hypothesis that, in evoluti onary terms, every individual' s life
tim e is a series of unwittin g cost-ben efit decisions, leading, in the organ
ism adapted to its environment , to a maximization of reprodu ction. 
The extent to which thi s is true of human s depends partly on the aspect 
of our environm ent which involves ability to reflect consciou sly about 
per sonal motivation s, and to ask que stion s about our background s and 
seek answers to them. 

Th e ramification s of thi s rath er simple statement are asto nishing: It 
seems ludi crou s to suggest that all activ ities of human s tend to be repro
ductive to the individu al, or more properly , its genes, except activiti es 
that because of environm ental changes are temp orarily maladaptiv e (th at 
is, in the biological sense of not maximally reproductive) .2 Unle ss there 
are flaws in the argument pre sented to this point , howev er, we are at 
least forced to examine thi s hypoth esis. 

Senescence , and the finiteness of individual existence, can be used to 
support the arguments I have developed so far. The only viable gen
eral theory of senescence seems to be that of Williams (1957 ) (see also 
Hamilton 1966). It s basic argument is that pleiotropic genes with bene
ficial effect s on reproduction early in life have been saved in spite of 
delet eriou s effects they cause later in life. Th e reason for this selection 
is the higher reproductiv e value of 'youn ger ind ividuals, thu s their greater 
ability to tran smit genes. Human mort ality curv es are astoni shingly 
similar for widely different times and places, and the mort ality curves 
of the two sexes tend to keep their relationship . I can think of no valid 

2 Thi s use of the con cept of evolu tionary adaptatio n is essentially unive rsal in 
modem evolu tion ary biolog y. In regard to hum an behavior , maladaptive, in this 
sense, carries no connot ations of pathol og ica l, unfe asible, or un health y. Whether 
or not maximal reprodu ction is deemed a desirable or appropr iate per sonal goal 
is another question entirely. 
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reason except th at embod ied in the prin ciples just considered, namely, 
the maximizi ng of repro duct ion . 

Thu s, not perso nal sat isfac tion - not even " long term " personal 
satisfaction - is app ropri ately desc ribed as the individu al's "goa l in 
life" thr oughout history: Instead, cost -benefit analyses mu st be in terms 
of genetic reprod uction . Such an a rgum ent predicts, for example , that 
an indivi dua l may be quit e willing to die if in the pr ocess it saves a 
numb er of its offsprin g. 

To my knowledge " functionalism" in cultur al anthr opology has never 
been identifi ed in thi s fashion. Cu ltu ra l functionalism instead dates to 
Bronislaw Malinowsk i (e.g., 1944) who interp reted "biologica l needs" 
in term s of the prox imate physiolog ical sati sfac tion of the ind ividual 
organism. A prominent anthropolog ist has noted that for Malinowski's 
kind of functionalism cultur e was a "giga ntic metaphor ica l extension of 
the phy sio log ica l processes of digest ion." Malinows ki might have been 
embarrassed by thi s simplification of his appr oac h. But if the word repro 
duction is substitut ed for digestion in the above statement (or for "s ur
vival" in another common version of functionalism), then the Dar
winian model of cultur e is ap pr opr iat ely de scribed ; and if the word 
"culture" is also replaced by "the phenotype," then the basic theory on 
which all biology ope rates is co rrec tly state d . I believe that th is insight 
also removes the criticism of function alism in theo ry from oth er br anches 
of the soc ial sciences (e.g., Homans, 196 1) by prov iding simult aneously 
a historical dimen sion and a reaso nably testable propos iton : that hum ans 
beh avior tend s to deve lop as it does beca use in past environm ent s such 
behavi or led to a maximi zing of repro duction . 

NEPOTISM 
Altrui sm to nondescendant genetic relatives is like the altruism of 

parenth ood . 
In 1929 Fi sher took up a pr oblem of alm ost unb elievably broad 

significance when he tri ed to exp la in how dis taste fulness could evolve 
in ca terpill ars. If Fi sher had acce p ted that t ra its may evo lve because 
they help the group , even if they dimini sh the reproduction of the genes 
of their individu al bearer , he would not have been troub led by thi s phe
nomenon. He noted that most oth er means of defense, such as stings 
or disag reeable secre tion s and odors, can be explained by their beneficial 
effects on individu als in which they a re best developed . Because a 
ta sted cate rpill ar is likely to die, howeve r, it is diffi cult to understand 
how tendencies to be more distas te ful than average could spread and 
cau se an overall increa se in distas tefuln ess . 
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Fisher next noted that dista steful larvae tend to travel in tightly 
knit sibling groups. If there is a positive correlation between the de
gree of distastefulness and the likelihood of avoidance of that group or 
kind of caterpillars by a bird that had tasted one of them , then a highly 
distasteful caterpillar, even if it died as a result of being tasted , might 
enable more of its brothers and sisters to survive and reproduce than a 
less distasteful caterpillar. Since brothers and sisters of very distasteful 
caterpillars have a higher than average likelihood of themselves carrying 
the genes leading to greater distastefulness, such genes could spread. 
Fisher even quantified this phenomenon, later to be called "kin selection" 
(Maynard Smith, 1964) by noting that "The selective potency of the 
avoidance of brothers will of course be only half as great as if the in
dividual itself were protected; against this is to be set the fact that it 
applies to the whole of a possibly numerous brood.,, In other words, 
full siblings on av~rage have 50 % of their genes in common , or identical 
by descent (ibd). This means that each protected full sibling is 50 % 
likely to be carrying an allele causing greater d:stastefulness in a tasted 
sibling. This kind of selection leads to nepoti sm, or the dispensing of 
benefits to relatives other than off 3pring or other direct descendants. 
In 1957 George and Doris Williams used a similar explanation to ac
count for the appearance of sterile castes in the social termit es, ants, 
bees, and wasps. In 1964, William D. Hamilton developed and further 
quantified the theoretical basis of nepotism, concluding that "The social 
behaviour of a species evolves in such a way that in each distinct be
haviour-evoking situation the indiv."dual will seem to value his neigh
bour's fitness against his own according to the coefficients of [genetic] 
relationship peculiar to that situation." This is clearly a prediction of 
enormous consequence for the analysi s of social structure in any species 
in which genetic relationships correlate with stable social relation ships, 
allowing the evolution of patterns of nepotism. 

As Hamilton (1964) noted, the parent-offspring relation ship is not 
fundamentally different from that between other kinds of relatives. 
Hence, we can generalize that: / n sexually reprodu cing organisms re
productive effort is evolved to be expended entirely as nepotism, in
cluding parenthood and the effort involved in placing one's gametes in 
the best possible environment. This is a particularly important state
ment for the underst anding of sociality since it says, in effect, that 
sexually reproducing organisms literally evolve to be altruists , but altru
ists of a very special sort whose altruism, whatever form it takes , is 
ultimately channeled to genetic relatives. Such altruism, which uses 
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the phenotype to reproduce the ge·nes, may be described as phenotyp 
ically (or self-) sacrificing but genotypically selfish (Alexa nder , 1974 ). 

It is worth emph asizing th at, des pite a recent prominence accorded 
the view that kin selectio n is a kind of group select ion (Brown, 1966, 
1974, 1975 ; E. 0. Wilson, 1973a, 1975 ; D. S. Wilson, I 975a , I 975b), 
this view is misleadin g if not erroneous (see also West-Eberhard, 1976; 
Maynard Smith , 1976). Group selection thw arts the reprodu ctive in
terests of individual s when they differ from tho se of the group ; kin se
lection is a way in which individu a ls further their genet ic intere sts via 
oth er individual s. Kin selection not oniy may include the favor ing of 
more closely over less closely related individu als within the group , but , 
even when such discrimination is precluded , it is synonymous with 
group selection only in circumstance s in which the reproductive interes ts 
of the group and the individu als are identic al. 

SOCIAL RECIPROCITY 

An organism can gain by dispensing benefits to nonrelatives if over
compensating benefits are reciproca ted to itself or to its genetic rela
tives. 

In 1859, Darwin spoke of the " lowly mot ;ve" of helpin g another 
individual in the expec tati on of receiv ing even more assistance back, 
and in writing of hum an heroi sm Fi sher (1958) not ed that it is possible 
for heroic qualitie s to be selected "beyond the lim its set by pruden ce, 
by a method analogous to that used .. . to expl ain the evolution of dis
tasteful quaJitie s in insec t larvae . The mere fact that the prosperity of 
the gro up is at stake mak es the sacrifi ce of individual lives occas ional1y 
advantageous, though this, I believe, is a minor con sideration compared 
with the enormous advantage confe rred by the prestige of the hero upon 
all his kinsmen." 

Fisher again stubbornly seeks expl anation s which do not invoke the 
unlikely phenom enon of group selection. H e acknowledges that nepo
tism may explain heroi sm, then adds anoth er factor - the effect of the 
pre stige of the hero upon his kinsmen. Such pre stige, and its accom
pany ing benefits, are necessa rily conferred by nonkin smen. ln other 
words, Fisher is suggestin g that heroism has been elaborated and main
tained at least partly bec ause of an implicit promi se or guarant ee within 
hum an society that anyone di splayin g unu sua l heroism in prot ecting or 
saving nonrel atives may expect his relative s to ben efit eve n if he is killed 
in the effort. L aws which prohibit cer tain acts also represent societ al 
guarantees or promi ses. The principle of recipr ocity , which has been 
very widely con sidered by social sc ienti $tS, was first discussed in detail 
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in an evolutionary context by Robert L . Trivers (1971). (For anthro
pological discussions, mainly of nontechnolo gical or " primitive" so
cieties, see Malinowski, 1926; Durkhe im, 1933 , 1938; Mauss, 1954; 
Sahl ins, 1965. For socio logical and psycholo gical discussions, mainly 
of modern, urb an, or technologic al societies, see Hom ans, 1961; Blau, 
1965; Emerson, 1969; Simpson, 1972 ; Berkowitz and Wai ster, 1976). 

Rewards from society at large, or from other than the actu al re
cipient of beneficence, may be termed indirect reciprocity. Direct re
ciprocal tr ansact ions, which we engage in more or less continuously, 
are illustrated by many kinds of cooperation, the buying and selling of 
goods, and all forms of tradin g or barter. A buyer always supposes that 
his purcha se is worth mor e to him than its cost, and the seller suppo ses 
the purchase price to be greate r th an the value of the item to him. 
Both can be correct, becau se of asymmetry in their abiliti es to obtain 
the bartered objects or in the intensity of their respective need s to ob
tain them. Some reciprocal tran sactio ns may involve long delay s, and 
because of the significance of hav ing risks covered may never require 
actual reciproc ation beyond a promi se or guarant ee; an insurance policy 
is an example. 

In nepotistic interaction s the reward to the altrui st is genetic; in re
ciprocal systems it is measured in terms of altruism returned to one's 
self or one' s genetic relatives. In consequence, the net cost or benefit of 
a given nepotistic act depends upon thre e variables: (1) the genetic re
latedness of altruist and beneficiary, (2) the ability of the recipient to 
translate the benefits into reproduction, and (3) the cost of the act to 
the altruist. For reciprocity , only (3) and the likelih ood of an over
compensating return are involved . 

Systems of reciprocity thus differ from nepoti stic interactions in th at 
any participant can gain by cheating so long as the cheating is not de
tected or ther e is no stron g likelihood of retaliation. Thus, the way is 
opened for the elabo ration of abilities to recognize cheating as well as 
to cheat succe ssfully, and even tendencies to cheat by falsely accusing 
others of cheating (Tr ivers, 1971). In nepotistic interaction s a potential 
recipient of benefits can cheat by deceptio n abou t the extent of his need 
or by causing himself to be accepted as a closer relative than is actually 
the case; this is true whenever, and to the extent that , the benefit-giver 
maximizes his own reprodu ction by distributing his benefits among two 
or more genetic relatives in a fash:on differing from the interest s of the 
potenti al recipient. A potenti al benefit-giver , on the other hand, sim
ply cheats genetically when he short -changes a genetic relative. 

Two mor e concepts will complete the updatin g of Darwinian theory. 
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Neither can be traced to the writing s of any particular individual , and 
they are properly described as less well under stood or somewhat more 
controversial than the precedin g four items. Lik e nepoti sm and re
ciprocity each has special applicability to human affairs. 

ONTOGENIES 

The ontogenies of organisms should evolve such that organisms tend 
to learn, or develop abilities, to reproduce maximall y in their particular 
environments and not to develop any other abilities. 

All traits are products of the inter action of the genetic materials 
with the environment. Darwini sm says nothin g about the directnes s, 
indirectness, or complexity of the route s between gene action and be
havior. It only suggests that whatever rout es exist must be tho se most 
appropriate to the changeability and predict ability of the succession of 
environment s in which the trait has. been expressed throu ghout hu man 
history. On the other hand, if Dar-..vinism is a reasonable theory about 
history, it must encompass all lea rning and all theories of learning. 
Moreover , although it has not been widely considered in this context, a 
Darwinist approach should lead to more useful prediction s about learn
ing than any other kind of theory. 

Appropriate ontogenies, in selective terms, are tho se leading to 
maximal reproduction. This does not imply, however , that every act 
of every human is to be interpreted as maximizing its reproduction , but 
that evolutionary change, in the hi .itory of environments in which hu
mans have lived , has tended to be in the direction of maximizing repro
duction. Not merely physical and general biot ic stimuli but knowledge 
of human history in general, and of one's own per sonal history , ten
dencies, motivations, and the probab le rewards and punishments for 
given acts, are all parts of the environment in which hum an behavior al 
traits are expre ssed. Whatever the extent or nature of biologically
based constra ints on the modifiabiHty of human behavior, therefor e, 
such constraints seem most likely to be bypassed effectively or super
seded by humans who individu ally and collectively are aware of them 
and understand them well. Behavioral constraints and plasticities are 
each to be understood only in terms of the particular environments in 
which they apply, and these environments are probably best identified 
from a thorough understanding of both proximat e and ultimate back
grounds of behavior. Indeed, the most significant change possible in 
one's environment may be the improvement of one' s ability to reflect 
on his own tendencies and motivation s, and those of his fellows. Hence, 
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we may expect that merely reading the se words could represent a sig
nificant alter ation of the adaptive environment of some read ers. 

For example , should I suggest to an acq uaintanc e that he is com
pelled to do in any situation what will be for him most reproductive , he 
might scoff and invite me to identify such cour ses of action so that he 
could prove me wrong by rep ea ted ly doing the opposite. If the oppo
site were a very expensive or detrimental act he might pr efer to bet me 
that he would do the unexpected. Upon doing so he would triumphantly 
take ownership of whatever I had lost in the bet. He might not even 
cons ider the significance of the use to which he would · eventually put 
his winnings, or exact ly how he arrived at the size of the incentive neces
sary to make him take the particular course of ac tion that would cause 
him to win the bet. Mor eover, it would be easy for him to neglect 
considering what it means that the inten sity of our argument, or the 
numb er and significance of the persons ob serving our disagreement, 
might also influence his decision about which cour se of actio n to take. 

Hum an reproduction is realiz ed through devious, complex route s, 
and its currencies are numerou s, variable , and sometime s unreco gnized 
as such. The important point is that my statem ents to the person in this 
example, as well as all of the circumstances created by our actual dis
agreement, would be a part of the environment in which he made his 
cost-benefit decision abo ut which course of action to take. A history 
of differenti al genetic reproduction is thu s most determini stic for the 
human still unaware of it. 

DARWINISM'S NON-IDEOLOGICAL NATURE 

Darwinism is not a social, political , or economic ideology. 
Darwin ist natural selection is evidently the core item in analyzing 

the causal history of the traits of living organisms. On the other hand, 
it doe s not follow, in any sense whatever , that Darwini sm provides a 
basi s for the formulation of de sirab le politi ca l, economic, soc ial, moral, 
or ethical systems of hum an socia lity to be employed now or in the 
future. Rega rdless of its relation sh ip to human history , Darwini sm has 
no direct role in determining the nature of delib erately modified syste ms 
of human interaction s. It s usefulne ss in these regards remains strictly 
in the realm of providing informat ion which may assist hum ans in the 
most efficient realizati on of whatever syste ms they may elect to strive for. 

Bec ause natural selection tells us nothing about the directness of 
connection s between gene s and behavior, it also says nothing about the 
exclusion of any particular kinds of social systems as impo ss:bilities; 
and it does not imply that there are either natural laws that must be fol-
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lowed or instinct s that cannot be thwarted. Efforts to derive rules of 
human conduct from Darwini an explanations of history are properly 
labelled "soc ial Darwinism." Like Marxi sm, capitalism, feudalism, 
democracy, or totalitarianism, social Darwini sm is an ideology - a sys
tem of behavior or government to be considered for its applicability now 
and in the future. Darw:nism, on the other hand , is a system of his
torical explanation; as such it does not appropriately compete with or 
support any particul ar or any conceivable ideo logy, although it has un
fortun ately been so used in the past. 

OBJECTIONS RAISED AGAINST A DARWINIAN APPROACH 
TO HUMAN BEHA VlOR 

THE ASSUMPTION OF DETERMINISM 

The last item discussed above embodies one of three major objec
tions to applying Darwinian theory to human history: that it lead s to an 
intolerable assumption of determini sm. The discuss ion above is in
tended to show that the necessary assumptions about ontogeny may not 
after all be intolerable. 

APPARENT LACK OF CONCORDANCE BETWEEN CULTURAL PATTERNS 

AND BIOLOGI CAL PREDI CTIONS 

A second objection is th at cultural patterns simply do not accord 
with biological explanations: Kin ship conventions, marr iage rules , incest 
taboo s, and patterns of cooperation and competition in human societies, 
it is argued , do not match predictions from a nepoti stic model. In light 
of recent change s in our view of what constitute sat isfactory applica
tions of Darwinism to human socia lity, however, previous failures are 
cast into doubt. I believe that we are compelled to try again. 

THE ONTOGENETIC PROBLEM 

A third objection is that traditionally tran smitt ed culture is by defini
tion too remotely and too indirectly tied to gene action, and thus to 
inheritance through genes, for evol utionary theory to predict anything 
significant about the str uctur e of culture or the directions of its change . 
From thi s stance it might even be argued that, should Darwinian pre
dictions prove accu rate for culturaI pattern s, the correlation is neces
sarily fortuitou s. 

Objections to Darwini sm from ontogenetic considerations are more 
complex than may at first be supposed. Ontogenies are the most dif
ficult and perplexing phenomena that evolutionary theory must account 
for, and beh avior is the most perplexing of all ph enotypic attributes, in 
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ontogenetic terms, for it is less directly related to gene action than its 
underlying morphological and physiological correlates. Especially dif
ficult to understand is the evolutionary background of learning , as is 
illustrated by the fact that nearly all theories of learning are either 
physiological or ontogenetic theories , scarcely any of them adaptive 
theories. 

The essence of learning is adaptation to immediate contingencies. 
Learning, and especially deliberate planning, represent establishment of 
the feedback between need and nove lty that has evidently never been 
established at the level of gene mutation s. A par adox, in exploring 
learning as an evolutionary adaptation, is that the more prominently 
an organism's phenotype becomes tuned to immediate contingencies the 
less obvious is its connection to genetic or evolutionary history . It be
comes easy to forget that whenever responses to immediate contingen
cies fail to maximize reproduction the flexibility leading to them will be 
counterselected. Moreover, phenotypic flexibility does not mean that 
there is no genetic command as to which responses will result from 
which environmental contingencies. Nor does an absence of heritability 
in phenotypic variance because selection has been inexorably directional 
imply that there is no genetic contribution to the express:on of the 
phenotype. The commands given by genes are for the production of 
given phenotypic respon ses in given environment s. So far, at least , we 
have always countermanded by changing environments. 

To some extent the ontogenetic or experiential background s of hu
man behavior may actually seem I iberated from the onto genetic in
scrutability typical of other traits, or of much of the behavior of 
other species. The essential stimuli for altering human behavior, after 
all, are frequently apparent. Nevertheless, given stimulus sequences 
lead predictably to particular behavioral respon ses, indicating that all 
possible responses are not equally probable. Before evolutionary ex
planations can be eliminated one must know the relationships between 
ontogenetic stimuli, behavioral respon ses, and the route s to reproductive 
maximization in the relevant environment. 

Most difficult of all ontogenetic probl ems is that of discovering the 
connections between genetic chan ge and change in the traditionally 
transmitted learning of humans which assumes the structural forms that 
we call culture. This problem is so central and immense that a descrip
tion of the process of organic evolution such as I have given here may 
seem, to those who deal every day with human behavior, as if it were 
totally irrelevant to their problems and discoverie s. It is my theme , 
however, that many more connections can be drawn now than ever 
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before , and that drawin g as many conn ect ion s as we can at each stage 
in the growth of our knowled ge about our selves will always be a useful 
enterpri se. 

Our general ignor ance of onto geni es, despite concentration on learn
ing and other developmental theori es in the social sciences and amon g a 
significant proportion of zoological behaviori sts, indicates th at argument s 
from ontogeny about the prob able failur e of Darwini an theory are 
likely to be vulner able . After all, if patt erns of cultur e can be shown 
to match predicti ons from Darwini an theory to a much mor e significant 
degree than has been found in the past (and I believe they can be) , then 
objection s from ontogenetic argument s mu st at leas t be re-examined . 
Moreover , onto genie s in general, of whate ver kind of trait , are essen
tially inscrut able; yet scarc ely anyone invokes the compl exities or sup
po sed indirectne ss of ontog enies to support a general rejection of an 
evolutionary background for morpholo gical and phy siological trait s. 

A DARWINIAN ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOCIALITY 

The selectioni st view of social behavior causes us to focus on the 
altruism of par enthood , the altrui sm of other kind s of nepoti sm, the 
seeming or temporary altrui sm of recipro cal transaction s, the argum ent 
that selection is focused at and below the individu al level, and the notion 
that lifetim es, and thu s onto genies, a re series of cost-benefit deci sions 
with their historic al significance solely in maximizin g repr oduction. 
The se are the con cepts which repre sent the mod ern tool s for applyin g 
Darwini sm to unde rstanding the history of hum an behavior . As such, 
they have all been widely ava ilable for only a few years. Our problem 
now is to develop their con sequences and test their ability to explain 
observ ed patterns of human soc iality , and if they fa]l short to determin e 
wheth er we must seek add ;tion al prin ciples modi fying or clarifyin g the 
application of D arwini sm to hum an affairs, or an explanafon out side 
or beyond Darwini sm. If Darwinism is to be effective in analyzin g 
human sociality , it will have to expl ain the existence and history of 
nepotism , beginning with parenthood , fam:ly life, incest taboo s, and 
marri age rules, and also lead us to a better under standing of the most 
complex system s of social, economic , and political cooperation , reci
procity , exch ange, and barter. It will have to form the basis for ex
plainin g the causes and effects of group living, from its simple st form s 
or beginning s right up to the lar gest , mo st compl ex techn ological na
tions. It will have to provid e the best insight into a variety of biological 
phenomena underlying and influen cing sociality such as sex ratio s, sex-
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ual competition and selection , senescence, pare ntal investment, marriage 
systems , and sexual dimorphism. 

The important questions faced at thi s juncture are: (1) How can the 
composite hypothesis about social behavior th at derives from a Dar
winian approac h be tested, in such fashion as to provide critics of Dar
winian interpr etat ions of human history with obvious procedures for 
falsifying it if they can (partly so that reject ions based on less appro
priat e grounds , such as political mot ivatio ns, emotionality , or attempted 
ridicule , will no longer be accepted) ; and (2) how can the hypothesis be 
develop ed, and related to human motivation s and desires, so as to allow 
its use, if approp riate, in developing whatever kinds of social, economic, 
or politic al systems may be arrived at thr ough open -minded , collective, 
and optimistic rationality , while simult aneou sly thwartin g its use as a 
vehicle for promoting system s favored by narrow spec ial-inter est groups? 

I have already atte mpted to begin answer ing the se questions about 
human behavior with prelimin ary discussions of the fit of a model of 
reproductive maximization to infanticide and the related phenomena of 
abortion, coital taboo s, and postpartum inhibition of ovulation; the evo
lution of menop ause; the ecological distribution of polyandry; the phe
nomena of asymmet rical cousin marr iages and moth er' s broth er (Alex
ander, 1974 : 367-374 ); and the relat ionship between nepoti sm and 
reciprocity (Alexa nder, 1975, pp. 91-95). Iron s (in pre ss) employs an 
inclusive fitness mode l in discussing the relat ionship betwee n residence 
location and reproductive success of Turkmen. Chagnon's ( 1975, 
1976) data on Yanomamo Indian village sizes at fissioning, and the 
genetic relatedness of inhabitants, acco rds with Darw inian predictions. 
Dickema n (in press) has tested and confirmed Darwinian predictions 
about sex-preferential infanticide in polygynous caste systems (Alexander, 
1974, p. 369). Hartun g (1976, in press) has used Darwinian model s 
to discuss patrilineal inheritan ce and intrafamilial conflicts of inter est. 
Several authors have recently conside red the significance of intergroup 
aggression in human history in Darwini an term s (Alex ander, 1967-
1975 ; Alexander and Tinkle , 1968; Bigelow, 1969; E. 0. Wilson, 
1973b , 1975). 

Here I shall attempt to further the testing of human cultural patterns 
aga inst the Darwinian model by concentrating on several phenomena 
relat ing to nepoti sm and genetic outbreeding. I choose these two cate
gories of behavior because I believe they are singularly well suited for 
settling the question of whether or not , or to what extent, patterns of 
hum an culture have been influenced by their effects on the reproduction 
of human genes. 
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Many cultural variation s will be d ifficult to assess in terms of genetic 
reproduction , or the history of genetic reproduction. Th ey may be more 
or less neutral, such as the difference between eating one or another 
equally nutritious kind of food. Their effects may oscillate confusingly, 
such as the optimal family size for maximizing reproduction under dif
ferent economic, socia l, or other circu mstances. They may be exceed
ingly varied and complex , such as the optimal ways to respond to par
ticular social situation s or particular individual s. Or they may be novel, 
or without a historical basis, such as whether or not to fasten seat belt s 
or submit to yearly chest x-rays. 

The relation ship between nepoti sm and outbreedin g to the reproduc
tion of genes is by contrast simple and direct. A Darwini an model 
predicts that , in the absence of other variable s, in nepot ism hum ans 
should favor closer relatives over more distant ones, and in outbreeding 
they should favor more distant relat ives over closer ones. 

The initial reaction of social a:ithropologi sts - indeed, of almost 
any thoughtful per son - to these predictions is likely to be that they 
are far too simple to account for the incredibly varied and complex pat
terns of beh avior exhibited toward kin among the hundreds of different 
human societies in the world. Hum ans do not always favor their closest 
kin, and they do not always avoid ~exual relations or marri age with all 
but nonkin or the most distant possible kin . In each case , however , we 
will need to know if there are circumstances which cause the expresse d 
behavior actually to meet Darwinian prediction s. The important point 
is that to favor in nepoti sm a more distant kin, when there are no com
pen sating variables, is to act contrary to the intere sts of one's genes; 
and provided that humans benefit from maximizing genetic outbreeding , 
the same is true whenever genetic relatedn ess is not minimized between 
sexual or marria ge partners. 

Scarcely anyone would deny that humans at least tend to behave 
nepotistically in some circum stances. On the other hand scarcely any 
social scientist would assume that they tend to maximize genetic out
breeding, even though the phenomen on of incest avo:dance is usually 
deemed one of the most universal o f all attribute s of culture. Social 
scientist s would prob ably agree, howe ver, that a stringent requirement 
of maximization of genetic outbreedin g would make it more difficult , 
rather than less, for a Darwini an model of hum an behavior to be sup
ported. I employ th is restr iction because, durin g severa l years of in
vestigation in the literatur e of human behavior , I have been unable to 
locate any reason for assuming that incest avoidance (and here I restrict 
my usage of this term to refer to taboos , inhibition s, and proscription s 
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FIGURE I. -The organi sm as nepotist. The diagr am purports to show all 
route s by which expendi ture s of calories and taking of risks by humans can lead, 
both dire ctly and indire ctly , to geneti c reprodu ction. Reprodu ction will be maxi
mized when the benefit s from egocentric activities and reciprocal transactions 
maxim ally exceed their costs, and when their benefits are channeled to the closest 
relative s with the greate st abilit y to use the benefits to maximize the reproduction 
of their relatives in turn. I suggest that as sociality increases in complexity, dur
ing evolution, from a relativel y non social beginning (A ) , following nepotism (B) 
only to offspring , nepotism to nondescendant relatives becomes relatively more 
important, then (chiefly in hum ans) direct reciprocit y (C ), then (probably only 
in humans ) indirect reciprocit y (D ) . Expan sion of nepotism to nondescendant 
relat ives and increasing group size must, in human history, have set the stage for 
an incre asing prominence of reciprocal transactions. In large and highly organ
ized states or nations , as compared to simpler forms of social organization , indi
rect reciprocit y must generally be more prominent - indeed, probably a criterion. 
Simp le band s mu st have been predomin antly systems of nepotism to descendant 
and nonde scendant relatives with relatively litt le complexity in reciprocal trans
actions . Opportunitie s to engage advantageously in reciprocal transaction must 
begin to appear as systems of nepotism among nondescendant relatives become 
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involving very close relative s) - as opposed to the more inclusive phe
nomen a of marr iage system s and patterns - involves anything other 
than the maximizing of genetic outbreeding (Alexander , ms). 

It is possible to imagine alternative expla nati ons to Darw inian selec
tion for almost any particular behavior al act or pattern, or to develop 
such expl anation s after the fact. Neverthele ss, I cannot imagine any 
single hypothesis, other than a history of natur al selection of genetic 
alternative s, that could acco unt for a general patterning of hum an be
havior which fits the Darwinian mod el in many different societies and 
circum stances . If patte rns of nepoti sm among human s match predic
tions from kin selection , and if patt ern s of sexual intera ction or marria ge 
systems lead to sexual avoidance of at least closer kin so as to cause 
definite outbreeding patt erns , then in my view the independence of cul
ture from what is commonly termed the biological history of hum ans 
will be cast into doubt. No add ition al argu ment should be required to 
justify a complete review of Darwinism as a more exp lanato ry theory of 
hum an sociality than we have previou sly suspected. 

Althou gh the following discussions are preliminary and rudimentary, 
and cover but a few aspect s of nepoti sm and incest avo idance, perhaps 
they will help point the way toward more conclusive and satisfying tests. 

NEPOTISM: THE GENERAL MODEL 
Not merely offspring , but all of one's genetic relat ives, both descend

ant and nond escend ant , repre sent potential aven ues of genetic repro
duct ion; for sexua lly reproducing organisms there are no other avenues . 
Fig. I diagra ms the variou s rout es by which an individual may secure 
benefits to be translated into reproductio n via nepoti sm . Fig. 2 dia
grams appropriate recipient s of nepo tism. As Fig. 2 implies, and as 
every hum an knows individual human s are surr ounded by a variety of 
genet ic relatives and interac t more or less regularl y with them. The se 
relatives overlap with us in varying degrees of need , dependen cy, or 
ability to translate assistance from us into rep roducti on. 

It does not matt er - to respond here to a social anthr opo logist' s 
comment - that relat ives are actua lly just .individu als tre ated in special 

extensive and complex, which also increas es the potenti al for cheati ng by recipients 
of nepotism . Selective pre ssures leading to larger gro ups thus represent pre ssure 
for increa sed engagement in reciproca l tran sactions, and increasingl y elaborate 
cheati ng and abi lity to detect and thwart cheat ing. Aside fro m fair ly small 
groups, onl y other competing grou ps of humans seem an appro pri ate source of 
pre ssure for increasing grou p size and complexity (A lexander, 1971, 1974, 1975, 
in press). 
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FIGURE 2. - Genetic relatives potentiall y available to an individual. Ego. for 
reproductively self-serving nepotism. Arrows indicate likely net flows of benefits. 
Half the genes of parent and off spring are identical by immedi ate descent. Other 
relationships are ave,rages. Dotted lines indica.te closest relatives other than 
Ego, thus the most likely alternative sources of nepoti Sitic benefits. Widths of 
lines i~dicate likely relative flows of benefits to or from Ego, based on the com
bination of genetic relatedness and abi lity of recipients to use the benefits in re
produc tion. Extreme latera l relatives are less likely to be encountered or identi
fied because of social or geographi c distance , extreme vertical relatives because 
of temporal non -overlap. Double-headed arrows indicate relatives whose statuses 
in regard to need of benefits or ability to use them to reprodu ce, and ability to 
give benefits. are doubtful owing to the uncertainty of age relat ion ships of the 
individuals involved . (Thus, one's second cousin may be much younger, much 
older, or about the same age; one 's sibling, on the other hand, is much more likely 
to be of comparable age). Relatives on the right side of the diagram are those 
resulting from monogamous marriage s; polyg yny results in relatives indi cated on 
the left. 
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fashions becau se of known genealogical connections. One do es not need 
to know who his relatives are, and what are their va rying degr ees of re
latedness to him for kin selection to work; he only needs to behave as 
though he knows. 

The baSlic predicti on from an evol utionary model, then, is that hu
man societies should be extraordina rily complex networks of nepotistic 
interaction s, and that every individual should from birth find itself im
bedded in such a networ k. Of cours e, we know already that in some 
sense this is true. Every human society known operates as a kinship 
system, with genetic relationships among the participants an essentia l 
feature, and social anthropologi sts have alway s regarded it as their cen
tral role to examine the se kinship systems and analyze their st ructur e 
and functions. 

From these facts, several general pred ictions about human nepoti sm 
seem evident, and a very large number of subs idiary predictions begins to 
emerge. For example, we expec t that patterns of kinship will be cen
trally important in human societies, with predictable intensities and 
kinds of behavior toward different genetic kin. We expect keen ability 
to sense difference s in need, and changes in need, and to respond to 
them. Similarly, we may expect cleverness in detecting availabi lity of 
nepotistic benefit s, and in diverting them to personal benefit, even some
times by deception. Such deception may take two forms: ( 1) efforts to 
insinuate one's self into the role of a closer than actual relative and (2) 
effort s to exaggerate one's need or ab ility to use sought- afte r benefits 
in reproducti on. In turn , we should expec t that individual s with nepo
tistic benefits to dispense shou ld become very sens' tive to all such efforts 
at deception , and very clever at avoiding nepoti sm unlik ely to yield 
maximal reproductive returns. 

To maximize genetic reproduct :on throu gh relative s an individual 
human need not be consciou sly aware of the variou s degrees of genet:c 
overlap of those relatives with itself, of the relation ship between ge
netic reproducti on and nepot ism, or of the prediction from natural 
selection that organi sms evolve to maximize reproduction through nepo
tism. As with nonhum an organism s one only needs to behave as though 
aware of the se things. 

The Darw:nian propos ition of reproductive maximization not only 
is not an everyday fact in the conscio usness of hum ans, but instead, 
when suggested, is almost inevitably denied vehemently, and most often 
regarded as repugnant , or even ludicrous. Ultima tely, if a Darwinian 
approach to hum an sociality is to be successful, it must have the power 
to explain why such react ions are typi cal, and why they are so inten se. 
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Followin g is a preliminary list of predictions about human sociality, 
which I believe follow from a Darwinian model. Some are trivial, in
dividu ally, and almost circular because we already know they are true 
owing to our immer sion in the human system of sociality. But collec
tively they are not weak. Moreover, , I believe that the list can be ex
panded to one hundred or more , and to discover eventually that, say, 
95 % or more are met , would certainly not be trivial. 

SOME DARWINIAN PREDICTIONS ABOUT HUMAN SOCIALITY 

1. When abilities of potential recipients of nepotistic benefits to trans
late such benefits into reproduct ion are equal, then closer relatives 
will be favored over more distant relatives. 

2. When genetic relation ships of potential recipient s of nepoti stic 
benefits to a potential giver of benefits are equal, then relatives 
with the greate r ability to translate benefits into reproduction will 
be favored. (These two prediction s, which repre sent the major 
assumptions of kin selection , are a restatement of Hamilton' s 1964 
generalization, quoted earlier; numerou s subsidiary and more spe
cific hypothe ses flow directly from them.) 

3. Relatives of the same degree are likely to be distinguished, nomen
clatur ally and otherwise, only when their abilities to tran slate bene
fits into reproduction are consistently different (Thus, uncles and 
aunts are usually distinguished from neph ews and nieces). 

4. Cooperativeness and competitivene ss between particular sets of 
relatives, such as full siblings, may vary across essentially the en
tire spectrum of possibilities, depending upon their opportunities 
and needs to use the same resource (e.g., parental care or mate s) 
and the value to each of having a cooperat ive individual available 
(Thus, the phrase "sibling rivalry" simultaneously connotes a high 
level of compe titiveness and implie s that it has an unu sual or sur
pri sing aspect). 

5 . Because some kinds of genetic relatives, such as monozygotic twins, 
have been produced and reared only rarely during human h.istory, 
their responses to one another are likely to develop so as to reflect 
some relation ship other than the real one (Thus monozy gotic twins 
might be expected to behave like siblings of very similar ages, al
though such siblings were probably also rather rare during human 
history as a resuit of lactatio n, post partum sexual taboo s, and 
infanticide). 

6. Outer limits of effective nepoti sm may be clarified by drawing lim
ital relatives inward, nomenclaturally and otherwise, and pushing 
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others outward (hence , some of the apparent inconsi stencies in kin 
nomenclature) . 

7. Labels usually designating kin may be appli ed to nonrelatives in 
the cours e of establi shing, stabiliz ing, or guaranteein g social reci
procity (hence , clas sificatory system s of kinship). 

8. Older offspring are likely in many circum stances to be reproduc
tively more valuable than youn ger offsprin g, and to better serve 
their parents' intere sts in the cour se of servin g their own interests 
according to their age and dep end ency relationship to the ' r siblings 
(leading to prim ogenitur e) . Youn ger dep endent offsprin g, on the 
other hand, may be given full attention with fewer re servation s de
riving from the probable sub sequ ent appe ara nce of additional de
pendent young (hence , may be "s poiled "). 

9. In polygyn ous societies male offsprin g with pred ictably great likeli
hoods of success will be favor ed over all others (Triv ers and Wil
lard, 1973; Alexander, 1974; D ickeman, in pre ss). 

10. Offspring that are abandon ed or destroy ed are likely to have been 
of low reproducti ve value, eith er because of their phenotypi c attri
butes or becau se of the timin g or the situation of their appearan ce 
(Alexander, 1974; Dickeman, in press). 

11. Nonde scendant relative s may som etimes be better avenues of re
production than descend ant rel atives (leading in some cases to 
adaptive celib acy). 

12. Becaus e parent-off sprin g sociality has been continuou s in hum an 
history, interpretations of adoptions and qu asi-nepotistic behavior 
toward other spec ies, such as dogs and cats , must be interpr eted in 
terms of the altern ative s available to the involved partie s; and 
proximate motivation s, or physiological causes, are only to be un
derstood as molded by a long-term selective history. 

13. Potential recipient s of nepoti stic benefits are usually in a better 
position to gain by cheating than are potent ial givers of benefits: 

a. by deceiving about the clo seness of their relationship to po
tential givers of ben efits. 

b. by deceivin g about the extent of their ability to tran slate 
benefits into reproduction. 

14. Relatives by marri age are in a part icularly favorabl e position to 
gain by cheating the ir affluent inlaws , since they do not gain di
rectly by the distribu tion of any benefits to their spou se' s relatives. 

15. Interaction s between young individu als (dep endents, or individu als 
with high reproductive value) and their very old relati ves (with low 
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reproductive value) remain nepoti stic for the old individuals but 
assume the form of social reciproc :ty for the young individuals, 
since old individual s have les s and less likelihood of turn ing nep
otistic benefits to reproduction outside the immedi ate situation. 

16. Lowered confidence of paternity cau ses a man 's sister's offspring to 
assume incre ased importance as recipi ent s of nepoti stic benefits, 
and in extreme cases to exc,eed spo use's offspring in this regard 
(hence, the import ance of "mother' s brother" to dependent children 
in many societies - Alexander , 1974, and below). 

17. Erratic confidence of pater nity may lead to emphasis upon pheno
typic attributes of putative offspring in det erminin g whether or not 
to accept them as suitabl e objects of pate rn al care (hence , perhaps, 
the frequent att ent :on to the question of whether or not a baby 
re sembles its father). 

18. ~exual activity with spouse's sibling s or siblin g's spouse leads to 
asymmetry in the genetic relatedness of putati ve cross- and parallel
cousins (hence, their sepa rate treatment and nomenclature, concen
trated in polygynous soc.iet ies - Alex ander, 1974, and below). 

19. Larger soc ial groups provide more opportunities for social cheat
ing, and on thi s basis are likely to be typified by greater emphasis 
on reciproc al tran sact ion s, as opposed to nepoti sm. 

20. Selective forces , such as the value to individuals of preventing the 
loss of races in balance of power involvin g their own socia l group 
(eventually nation) with its neighbors, may lead to reciprocity rather 
than nepoti sm being the cement of group-living (hence , perhap s, a 
de-emphasizing of particularly extrafamilial nepotism, and the re
moval of the upper limit s of group size impo sed by nepoti sm; and 
perhaps as well the parti cular forms, intensities, and influences of 
religions in successful large nat ions). 

SOME TERMINOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

Because the biologic al and socia l scienc es have for so long gone their 
separate ways, it is important to estab lish the rel atio nship s between their 
different concepts and approache s. Three majo r focal point s of an
thropolo gists and others analyzing human sociality have been tho se com
monly termed (1) kinship systems (2) exchan ge systems, and (3) marriage 
systems, the last includin g the rule s and patterns of incest avo idanc e. 
Social biologist s may assume that these systems are eq uivalent to their 
own interests in (1) nepotism, (2) reciprocity, and (3) the compo site re-
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sults of sexual competition , sex ual selection, sex-differential parental in
vestment patt ern s, and genet:c outbr ee ding. Whil e thi s may have be en 
true at some time s durin g anthropolo gical history , or in th e writings of 
some social scienti sts, it is generally an inaccurat e interpr etation of cur
rent investiga tions. Th e "ki nship system s" o f mode rn anthropologists 
are not mer ely sys tems of nepotis m , but includ e both nep otism and reci
procity, as well as the re sult s of sexual competition, sexual selection , 
parent al investme nt patt ern s, and ge neti c outbre edin g. Exchange sys
tems and marriage sys tems are each usually discussed so as to include 
all of the sa me phenomen a. Thi s di scordance is hea vily involv ed in 
current di sagr ee ment over the appli ca bility o f evolutionary the ory to 
under standing human histor y; when the ar gum ent is made that " kin ship 
systems are not ba sed on biol ogy," it usually mea ns th at they are de
mon strably not merely systems of nepo tism. It does not follow , how
ever, th at human kinship syste ms do not acco rd with the principle s of 
evo lutionary biology. 

The se di spariti es betw een the conc e pts of soc ial and biolo gical sci
ences may hav e come about partly be,cau se the science s o f anthropology , 
psychology , and sociolo gy developed without th e par ticul ar analyt ical 
approach that now see ms appropri ate to evo lution ary bio logists. Al so 
contributory , I believe , are co nsciou s and un co nsciou s tendencie s within 
human societi es to mix or intricate nep ot istic , reciprocal , and sex ual 
inter ac tion s - fo r exa mple , to emp loy term s and pra ctices that ordi
narily reflect genetic kin ship to empha size or guarantee recipr oc ity in 
situation s explicitly not invol ving genetic kin. H ere l have adopted th e 
attitude, or hypothe sis, th at it is useful to interpret the system s examined 
by social scientists in term s of th e systems conceived by b:olo gists con
cerned with natural select ion. Thus , eac h time I attempt to analyze 
some a spec t of a kin ship or other hum an system , I will try to di ssect 
it into th e component s of soc iality that seem imp ort ant from a selec
tionist view of behavior. I have attempted to diagram the relation ship 
among the se different system s in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3 impli es th at parent al behavior is the prim ary evolutionary 
source (or . pre ada ptiv e ba sis) of the altrui sm of nepotism, and that 
within-family nepot: sm is similarly the prim ary sourc e of extrafamilial 
nepoti sm. Nepoti sm in turn is a likely source of syste ms of reciprocity 
(Alexand er , 1974) . Soc ial cheating , which is pote nti ally rampant in re
ciproc al system s, is also poss ible in nepoti st ic sys tems (especi ally by po
tential recipi ent s of nepotistic benefit s) ; hence, as with reciprocity in gen
eral, it may often originate in nepotistic systems (Alexander, ms). 
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FIGURE 3. -The overlapping relationships of three major systems in human 
sociality (top) commonly discu ssed by socia l scientists, as indicated by the man
ner in which they apparently correspond with various social and parasocial phe
nomena (middle) of interest to evolutior.ary biologists. The viewpoint is adopted 
here (see text) that the three aspects of human sociality illustrated are appro
priately viewed as expressions of the biological phenomena underlying them, and 
that analyses of human sociality will be facilitated by so identifying them and by 
more clearly distinguishing them from one another on this basis. The examples 
at the bottom of the diagram are intended to illustrate how the social phenomena 
studied by evolutionary biologists can be linked, through the effects of natural 
selection, to underlying nonsocial features of organisms, and ultimately to iden
tifiable attributes of the extrinsic environment. 

THE HUMAN NETWORK OF KIN 

When humans began to live continuously in social groups within 
which they could distinguish numerous relatives of differing degree, two 
new selective forces were added to their social lives, as compared to 
those of most other species. First, extrafamilial relatives became repro
ductive resources as both sources and objects of nepoti sm, and second, 
genetic outbreeding beyond the limits of the nucle ar family became pos
sible because knowledge of the differing degrees of relatedness of extr a
familial relatives became potentially available to every individual. 

The diagram of relationship shown in Fig. 2 effectively conveys the 
fact that, normally, every individual lives out his life embedded in a 
network of near and distant kin. The importance of degrees of genetic 
relatedness is illustrated by the fact that every kind of relative has an 
accepted name. In other words, leaving aside for the moment that 
nomenclature varies among societies, the words on the diagram were all 
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taken from the communic ative signal s of one society of the human spe
cies, and they are well und erstood and w:dely used by the member s of 
that society. Such different names for differe nt relatives are used within 
essentially every segment of society, even when large group s of relativ es 
or clan s are so powerfully cohesive as to behave like single families and 
as to use the word "fa mily'' or "clan" to denote the boundaries of kin
ship . Each individual is not only a member of a particular "family" or 
"clan" but in Ego's term s a particular kind of relative within the group. 

Every person will also realize that the word "family" usually refer s 
to individuals indicated inside the first circle surroundin g Ego - parent s, 
offspring, and siblings. All of these relatives, in a monogamous family, 
are related to Ego by the same amount, either exactly (parents and off
spring) or on average (all others). Hence there is a geneti c correlate 
for the generalization "family ," and for the tenden cy to refer to other 
individuals on the basis of whether or not they are members of the 
family. 

Similarly, every individu al recognize s that at some level toward the 
outside of the diagram he and his fa mily tend to stop treating relatives 
in a spec ial fashion, or even referring to them as relatives. Most people 
in a modern technological society, for examp!e , may know of the exis
tence , at leas t, of all of their first cousin s, but few could count , let alone 
nam e, all of their secon d or third cousins, or their cousins once or twice 
removed (Schneider and Cottrell, 1975) . At these points relationships 
are usually treated as trivial , although the precise relat ionship of un
usual, famous, or wealthy distant relati ves is often remembered and re
peated. In general, however , distant relatives, even of differing degrees, 
tend to be combined under some labe l such as "distant cousins." In 
other words, variance in relatedness amo ng assoc iates increases beyond 
the limit s of the nucle ar (especially monogamo us) family. Then, for 
practic al purpo ses, it decreases again beyond some level such as that of 
first cousins; and the se changes in variance and effective variance are 
signalled by tenden cies to comb ine near and distant relatives under the 
general term s of "family" and "distant cousins," respectively. Between 
these two extremes relatives tend to be group ed accord ing to ( 1) related
ness (e.g., sister or brother versus aunt or uncle versus cousin) , (2) usual 
degre e of depend ency relative to Ego (e.g., aunt or uncle versus niece or 
nephew) , and (3) sex (e.g., aunt versus uncle , niece versus nephew). 
These kind s of grouping s, which are not greatly different from those dis
tinguished by Kroeber (1909), are obviously consistent with a Dar 
winian model. 
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CLASSIFICATORY KINSHIP 

Kin term s like "mother ," "fa ther ," "b rother ," "sister," "a unt," 
"uncle," and "cousin ," are frequently , and sometimes form ally and con
sistently, applied to individual s that clearly do not have the genetic re
lationship to Ego of such relatives in Fig. 2. Especially when such 
designation s are formal and institutionalized within soc ieties , they are 
part of what anthropolo gists refer to as "class ificatory" systems or as
pects of kinship nomencl ature; for an effort to analyze another aspect 
of such designation s in Darwinian term s, see Alexander (in press). The 
widespread existence of classificatory designation s like those above has 
been used to deny or depr eca te the likelihood of a biological background 
for kinship systems. 

Here I will argue the opposite. Suppose that I as an individual, or 
the member s of my society generally, should wish to adjust the apparent 
social distanc e, or the privil eges and responsibilities, of some particular 
memb ers or classes of member s in the society. First , that such shifts 
are even possible indicate s a certain regularity within society. Second, 
that term s commonly denoting classes of genetic relation ship are em
ployed to create the adjustments indicates that the regularity is based on 
genetic relationship. After all, if I should wish to draw inward , socially, 
a particul ar indiv idual, what reason is there for me to use a kin term 
like brother except that brother ordinarily refers to someone with the 
close relation ship that I wish to create? Th e existence and nature of at 
least some classificatory aspects of kinship thu s strongly support, rather 
than negate, the notion that genetic relationships and nepoti sm represent 
the basic cement of hum an sociaLty . 

This argument calls attention to the fact that the nomenclature of 
kinship and sociality may be employed at two or more levels. For ex
ample, distant relatives may be termed "brother" by cert ain kinds of 
associates or interactants in a given society. It does not follow that 
individual s in such relaf onship s will necessa rily be treat ed like true 
brothers in every po ssible social circumstance, or, at least of all, actually 
confused with one's true brothers. Converse ly, it doe s not follow that 
true brother s wiJI, frequently or ever, be referred to by a term specifically 
designatin g siblings. Ju st as one may call anyone "brother," and other
wise tre at him like a broth er or not as circumstances dictate, one can 
also know his own broth ers, and trea t them accordingly, with sparse or 
no use of a specific kin term. The true significance of use of a kin term, 
or failure to use one, may thus be confusing to observers of a socia l 
group, and even to some participants in the system. Indeed, as everyone 
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is aware, a term like "brother" may very well be used deliberately to 
deceive either the individual designat ed by it or anyone else who may 
observe the designation . 

Complications of these sorts in no way suggest that the principles of 
natural selection have not influenced the history of the structure of hu
man sociality. Instead, their analysis tend s to reinforce the idea tha t 
when we employ such principl es we are finally on the correct route to
ward under standin g our individual and collective tendencies and motiva
tions. 

KINSHIP AND CULTURE AS GROUP PHENOMENA 

It is significant that in human social systems, individuals, particularl y 
those of close genetic relationships, are designated or named accordin g to 
their particu lar relationship to Ego rather than solely in a fashion desig
nating them as a member of a given group or society. Anthropologists 
argue that culture is a group pheno:nenon, and in some respects it cer
tainly is; class or team designation :; in which individuals tend to lose 
their separate identitie s are clear evidence of such group functioning. 
But the met iculous delineation of ir.dividual genetic and social relation
ships within human society also indicate s quite clearly that the structure 
of human social systems, at least historically, has not been such as to 
erase individu al functi ons compl etely, or disallow competition at the 
individual level. The promin ence of individu al designations of kin, 
which causes the diagram in Fig. 2 to represent a familiar situation to 
anyone who exam ines it, support s tI1e validity of a biological appro ach 
to the analysis of human sociality which assumes an emphasis on repro
ductive competition at the individual level. 

. It is almost impossible to find an anthropol ogical description of a 
kinship system which appear s to contradict the arguments made above, 
even though the likelihood of a match to so many Darwinian predict ions 
by chance alone seems van ishingly small. The disagreement s appear 
chiefly in the interpr etation s by social scientists of what they found , and 
in analyses stron gly influenced by theory . Here I quote from Beattie 
(1960, pp . 49-51) the kind of passage one may locate in almost any 
anthropologi cal study, which conta ins information touching upon nearly 
all of the points discussed so far; and which takes on new meaning when 
viewed in term s of the Darwinian approach developed here . 

"Nyoro kinship terminology is classificatory , like that of many 
simpler peopl es for whom affiliation with a particular group of kin 
is import ant. Thi s means, usually , that terms which one applies to 
relatives in one's own line of descent are also applied to certain 
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other relatives who are in coHateral lines of descent. Thus one's 
father's brother may be called 'father,' his son may be called 
'brother,' and so on. Even a father's sister (who is a member of 
one's father's group and genera tion) may be called 'father ,' and the 
Nyoro term for this relative can be tra nslated 'female father.' As 
far as one' s patrilateral relatives are conce rned , thjs classificatory 
usage means that all of them, however distant the connection , are 
'broth ers,' 'sisters,' 'fa thers' (both male and female), 'grandfather s,' 
'children,' or 'gra ndchildr en.' And to call them by these terms 
means that one should behave toward them , to some extent at least, 
as one would toward one's nearest agnat ic kinsfolk in these vari
ous categories. In Bunyoro th is usage even extends to people with 
whom no genealogical relation ship at all can be traced, for any 
member of one's own clan (and clans are widely dispersed and often 
no real genealogical relationship can be tr aced between clansmen) 
is regarded as an agnat ic relat ive, and placed in the appr opriate 
generation. One of the effects of this classificatory usage is to en
hance and stress the unity of groups of agnates, for it implies that 
the same kind of cooperation and mutual support should be ex
tended to and expected from all its members, whatever the degree 
of relation sh:p. Indeed it would be unseemly to inquire about the 
exact relationship ; Nyoro say that where clansmen are concerned 
the important thing is friendship , not the degree of relation ship. 

"But the classificatory system is not restricted to one's agnates. 
A man' s mother's sister (who of course is not his agnate, since her 
link with him is not through his father but thr ough his mother) is 
regarded as a kind of mother, and is so referred to. His mother 's 
sister's children, like bis own mother's children, are called 'brother' 
and 'sister.' Even his mother 's broth er is a kind of 'mother' (even 
though he is a man), and be is called 'ma le mother.' This is not 
so strange as it sounds, when it is remembered that the most im
port ant thing about your moth er's broth er is that he is a member 
of the same agnatic grou p or linea ge to which your mother belongs. 
In quit e a real sense all the member s of your mother's agnatic group 
are 'mothers' : your attitude toward them is quite different from 
your attitude toward your 'own' people , the group of agnates of 
which you yourself are a member. In systems like the Nyoro one, 
where one's father's people (and so one's own) and one's mother 's 
peopl e belong to quite separate and distinct social groups and are 
quite differently regarded, it would evidently be most misleading 
to translate the words for both father's and mother' s siblings (that 
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is, broth ers and sisters) as 'uncles ' and 'aunt s,' as we do in our 
system. We use, for instance, the same term , 'uncle,' for both fa
ther's brother and mother' s brother, beca use we think of them both 
as the sam e kind of relative. To Nyoro, on the oth er hand , they 
are as different as they ca n be, for one 's father's brother is a memb er 
of one's own group, while a mother's brother is a member of an 
ent irely different group . And a Nyoro's expectations and obliga
tions in regard to members of these two distinct groups are qu ite 
different. 

"The se ways of classifying kin prov ide a means of placing in a 
few simpl e categories a great many of the people whom a Nyoro 
peasant is likely to have dealings with in his everyday life. Every
body he meets is either a member of his own clan or he is not. If 
he is, he must be treated as a father, a brother, or a son, dependin g 
on their relative ages . If he is not , he may be a member of a clan 
with which the speake r is related thr ough either kinship or mar
riage. Thu s he may be a member of his mother 's clan and so a 
kind of mother, or of a grandm other's clan and so a kind of grand
moth er , or of his wife's o r his brother's wife's clan and so a k ind of 
brother-in-law. Or he may belong to a clan in which there is an
other member with who m the speake r or one of his cla nsmen has 
made a blood pact, in which case friendline5s and mutual help are 
prescribed . In all these cases there is a ready-made set of be
havioral categories, labeled with kinship or affinal or 'blood-p art
nership' term s, thr ough which amiab le personal relations may, 
and should , be estab lished and ma:intained. In these ways , the 
Nyoro clan system, combined with the classificatory mode of desig
nating relat ives, provides for the ex tension of a few quit e simp le 
relationship categor ies ove r a very wide social field." 

ANALYZI NG HUMAN KINSHIP SYSTEMS 

Reasons for the general rejection by social anthr opolog ists of the 
prem :se that hum an kinship systems op erate on the basis of biological 
rela tionships seem much more comp ~ex than a simple rejection of Dar
winism, owing to the assump tion of an obligate determini sm and the 
ontogenetic prob lem, hence a fear of soc ial Darwinism. Of course, the 
general failur e to accept Darwi nism as a guid:ng theory meant th at there 
were no compelling theo ret:cal reasons for being skeptical about dis
missing biologica l causat ions. Also possibly contri butory was the ten
dency by anthr opologists to focus on group functions in cultur e, which 
tended to downpla y po ssible advantages of kin ship systems to indi-
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viduals. Additionally, there was the wide suspicion among humans of 
interpretation s of their natural history which give prim acy to either in
dividual selfishness or reprodu ct ive functions. Fin ally, numerous ap
parent violations of a biological basis for kinsh ip systems have been 
described, a few of them promin ent , essentially universal, and seemingly 
dramatic ally opposed to prediction s from genetic considerations. 

These apparent violation s seem to fall into at least two general cate
gories. The first, mentioned earlier , involves the fact that systems of 
reciprocity appear to have grown up largely employing , in confusing 
fashions, terms derived from , or implyin g genetic relation ships that ob
viously are not accurately reflected by them . 

The second category of violations include s complex genetic rela
tionships that remained incompletely analyzed, hence, in some cases, 
were wrongly interpreted. Two such violations are perhaps most prom
inent of all, and most frequently used to indicat e the futility of analyzing 
kinship systems according to genet 1c relation ships. They are, respec
tively, (1) the phenom enon commonly termed "mother' s brother" and 
(2) the asymmetrical treatm ent of cross- and parallel-cousins, nomen
claturally as well as in regard to nei:otism and incest avoidance . I have 
already initiat ed an examin ation of these two apparent inconsistencies 
(Alexander, 1974) ; here I analyze them somewh at further. Unless we 
are able to explain them convincingly on biological grounds, we will 
certainly be unabl e to proceed. 

Becau se amounts of nepot ism are difficult to quantify or compare 
(analysis of wills is a possible exception), and because compl ete ac
counts of sexual liaisons are not a practical goal, the two major sources 
of information will be the nomenclature of kinship and the pattern s of 
marriage . The writings of anthropolo gists offer some support for this 
compromise . Thus Lowie (1917) says the following about kinship 
nomenclature: 

"Generally speaking, the use of distinct words for two types of 
relative s is connected with a real difference in their social relations 
to the speaker. Thu s, a majority of primitiv e tr ibes draw no dis
tinction between the father 's sister's daughter and the mother's 
brother's dau ghter. But among the Miwok of California, where 
one of the cousins may be marri ed while the other is within the pro
hibited degrees, a discrimination is made in language. Again, in 
many regions of the globe an altogether special bond connects the 
matern al uncle with the sister's s,on, and accordingly we find that 
he is very often sharply distinguished from the pat ernal uncle in 
nomenclature. 
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"On the other hand , we can very often explain very naturally 
the use of a single word for two or more relative s whom we de sig
nate by as many distinct words. The Vedda of Ceylon, for exam
ple , call the man's father-in-law and maternal uncle by the same 
term. The rea son is that her e a man commonly marries his 
mother 's brother's daught er; the mother' s brother is his father-in
Iaw ... " (p. 98-99). 

"Terms of relationship are, in some measur e, indices of social 
usage. Where relatives whom other people distinguish are grouped 
together , there is some likelihood that the natives regard them as 
repre senting the same relationsh ip becau se they actually enjoy the 
same privileg es or exercise the same functions in trib al life. Where 
relative s whom other people s group together are distinguished , there 
is some probability that the distinction goes hand in hand with a 
difference in social function" (p. 100). 

Similarly , in his cross-cultural analysi s of incest avoidance, Mur
dock (1949) says the following about marria ge patterns (p. 301): 

"Ex tended incest taboos - or exogamous rul es, as they are fre
quently called - ordinarily apply alike to sexual intercour se before 
marriage, to extramarital sex relations, and to marriage. . . . Iden
tity in the three rul es is so general ... that the few exceptions can 
be safely disregarded in most stati stical tests. This is fortunate 
since it enables us to use marriag e rule s, which are reported nearly 
thrice as often in the lite rature, as representative of aJI type s of ex
tended sexual prohibition s.' · 

MOTHER'S BROTHER 
In many societ ies, paternal benefits are dispensed, and paternal re

sponsibilities are assumed, not so much by one 's putative fat her , mother's 
spouse, as by a particul ar uncl e, the moth er's brother; or mother's 
broth er is at least an important disp enser of such benefits. This rela
tion ship , usually termed the "av uncul ate," is often a general feature of 
society. It has always puzzled student s of cultur e although various 
explanations have been offered (e.g. , Radcliffe-Brown, 1924; Harris, 
1971). A close examination of the s·tu ation reve als the following curi
ous fact, of significance for a Darwinian approach, and illustr ated in 
Fig. 4: 
Lowered confide nce of paternity leads to asymmetry in the genetic re
latedness of putative nephews and nieces. 

The offspring of a man' s full sister are ¼ like him in genes identical 
by descent; tho se of h:s half sister are Vs like him. Only by a remote 
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FI GURE 4. - Genetic relationships with putat ive offspring , and with various 
kinds of nephews and nieces, with variation s in confiden ce of paternity. Lowered 
confidence of paternity may be caused by such circu mstances as husbands and 
wives living apart or long absences of husband s on hunt ing or military trips. Low 
.confiden ce of patern ity may be expected to lead to increased deficits in paternal 
care by mother's spouse, thus increasing the value of care given by mother 's 
brother. Tend encies by men to discriminate among their spouse's offspring on 
the basis of phenotypic similarity or difference to themselves, or on the basis of 
other evidence of philande ring by the spouse, will lead to the favoring of some 
of spouse's off spring over other s, and to an increase d favoring of sister 's offspring 
over those rejected. Hen ce, the point at which mother's brother becomes prom 
inent in a society can actuall y be moved far to the left of the intersection of the 
lines indicating relationships to spouse's and sister 's offspring. The location of 
this point will also be influenced by the value of pate rnal care, as opposed to 
mate rnal care , and by the extent of differe ntials in ma le ability to dispense paterna l 
benefits (e.g., if rich uncle s are likely, tendencies to seek their assistance might 
also be likely ). 

To simplify the diagram I have kept confidence of pate rnity and confidence 
of full (verses ha lf ) sibship equal; they need not be. 

acc ident of meios is or an almo st eq ually remote mistake in ma tern ity 
can the offspring of a man' s sister be tota lly unl ike him (the latter mis
take is not quite so remo te in technolo gical societ ies in which women 
give bir th in large ho spital s while under anesth esia) . His spou se's off
spring, on the other hand , are either ½ like him (in genes idb) or tota lly 
unlike him; they will be intermediate ly related to him only if his spouse 
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has philandered with one of his relative s. As a man' s confidence of 
paternity diminishes, therefore, his sister ' s offspring become more im
portant to his reproduction compared to his spouse's offspring. Sim
ilarly , the brother of a woman whose husband has a low confidence of 
paternity becomes a more appropriate candidate for parental benefits 
to her offspring which may otherwise suffer from lack of paternal assis
tance. 

If low confidence of paternity is genera l throughout a society, a 
man' s sister 's offspring because of the high confidence of maternity, can 
become his closest known relat ives in the next generation . Thus, if 
paternity is on averag e correctly ascertained only ¼ of the time , then 
a man' s spouse's offspring wilI average Vs like him (a nd 3 of 4 will be 
totally unlike him ), while his sister's offspring will average 5 / 32 like 
him, and all will approa ch this degree of overlap. In making these 
calculations one has to take into account that lowered confidence of 
paternity will also lower the averag1e relat ionship between brother s and 
sisters. I have assumed that if likelihood of pa ternity is ¼, then likeli
hood of siblings havin g the sa me father is ¼; other assumptions are 
also possible. 

The effects of society-wide lowering of confidence of paternity are 
different for a man' s br other's oKspring, for his bro ther will suffer 
equally from lowered confidence of paternity, and for a woman' s sib
lings' offspring, since women will retain high confidence of maternity 
and will always be more closely related to their own offspring. 

To summarize, any individ ual rr:ale may suffer from a personal lack 
of confidence of paternity to the exte nt that his nieces and nephews, 
whether offspring of his broth ers or his sisters, may be his closest rela 
tives in the next generat ion. This alone does not mean that such rela
tives are the most appropriate targets of his parental care, since if his 
low confidence is unusual (i.e., other males are confident), his nieces 
and nephew s may be expected to have fathers willing to care for them. 
Whenever general living conditions or other so:iety-wid e circum stances 
lead to a general lowering of confidence of paternity , however, only a 
man's sister 's offspring, amon g al1 possible nephews and nieces, can be
come his closest relative s in the next generation . Moreover, children 
in such societies will generally fail to receive inten se parental care from 
their mother's spouse. In consequenc e, so long as adult brothers and 
sisters tend to remain in sufficient social proximity that men are ca
pable of assisting their sisters' offspring, a general society-wide lower
ing of confidence of paternity is predicted on grounds of kin selection 
to lead to a society-wide prominen ce, or institutionali zation, of mother's 
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brother as an appr opr iate ma!e dispen ser of par ental benefits. We can 
add that to the extent that patern al and maternal care are differently ap
propriate for the two sexes of offspring , and (as might be expected in 
some regards) paternal car e is more appr opriately directed to males , 
mother 's brother may be expec ted to att end more to sister 's sons than 
to her daughters. 

For an example of living condition s leading to lowered confidence 
of paternity, associated with a prominence of mother's brother, con
sider Alland 's ( 1972) account of the Abron in Africa (p. 1 OS ff): 

" . .. the married coup!e stays apart. The man is in residence with 
his father (or in some cases with his maternal uncl e). . . . The 
woman lives in the hou se of her mother and her mother's sisters, 
with her sisters and the children of her mother's sisters. . . . If a 
man has two or more wives, they will live in different houses , since 
a man is not permitted to marry sisters. . . . On the death of the 
la st survivin g senior male of the same kin group rela ted through 
a line of women . .. [the own ership of his house ] pa sses on to the 
eldest son of the eldest sister of the se men. Th is follows the stand
ard inheritance pattern of the Abron which, as I have already indi
cated, is matrilineal ( from man to man throu gh a line of related 
women). Th e pattern of inheritan ce extend s to land holding as 
well. A man doe s not inherit from his father but from his materna l 
uncle. . . . In many such societies the maternal uncle is occupi ed 
with the discipline and the father is free to play a supportive 

1 " roe .... 
A parallel relation ship between promin ence of mother's brother and 

confiden ce of paternity is clear in the writin gs of Fortune ( 1963) on 
the Dobu of New Guinea: 

"Each villager, male or femal e, owns a hou se site and a hou se. 
The husband in every marria ge must come from another 

villa ge than that of his wife. Hi s hou se site is in one villa ge, his 
wife 's house site is in anoth er. . . . [A] father bequeaths his hou se 
site to his own sister 's son . His own son inherit s house site and 
village statu s from his mother 's brother in his mother 's village 
(p. 2). . . . The couple with the ir childr en live a lternately in the 
woman 's hou se in the village of the woman' s matrilineal kin, and 
in the man' s house in the villa ge of the man 's matrilineal kin 
(pp . 4-5). . . . 'Those -result ing-from-m arri age,' if they are men, 
are alway s abnormally unea sy about their wives' fidelity. Now 
when a woman is in her own village, she has her kin next door and 
only too ready to eject her hu sband if he dare s to lift a hand against 
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her , or use foul language to her. She has no great dependence on 
her husband for care of her childr en, since a woman can near ly 
always get a new husband for future help, and her brother ulti
mately provides for them in any case. Consequently she behaves 
very much as she likes in secret (p. 6). . . . Dobuan folkJore is 
full of hu sband s pathetically packing up their goods and going 
home to their mothers and sisters after a child has informed them 
that their wife has been consorting secretly with a male member of 
a distantly related susu of her own village (p. 7). . . . Jealousy 
normally runs so high in Dobu that a man watches his wife closely, 
carefully timin g her absences when she goes to the bush for natural 
function s. And when it is time for woman's work in the gardens 
here and there one sees a man with nothin g to do but sta nd sentinel 
all day and play with the children if any want to play with him 
(p. 7). . . . The chances of divorce are high . The olde st Dobuan 
in my main genealogy had had eight successive marri ages, one of 
the youn gest men in the genealogy had had four, one other youth, 
three, and thi s is fairly typical of an overwhelming majority of 
Dobuan s (p. 9). . . . A Dobuan tend s to think of his sister first 
of all his ties when the que stion of breaki ng ties arises. Dobu pra c
tice the avunculate, inheritance passing from moth er's brother to 
sister 's son, but this is from no great sentiment between a man and 
his sister's son. Rather the sister enlists the brot her in the interests 
of her children ( p. 62). . . . Every woman claims by right the in
heritan ce of her broth er for her male children (p. 3) ." 
Similarly , this correlation is prominent in some of the matrilineal 

societies discussed by Schneider and Gough (1974), and generally in 
cases of prominence of moth er's brother (Murdo ck, 1967) . 

Fortune 's descr iption of the Dobu raises the question of how the 
institution of mother 's brother beca me promin ent in different societies, 
and how it acquirea its relation ship to matrilin ea lity and lowered confi
dence of pat ernity. An y woman might be expected to turn to her 
brother for assista nce upon loss of child support by a spouse as a result 
of sepa rati on or divorce. She seems less likely to obtain adequate as
sistan ce from a brother who is encumbered with the full care of his own 
offspring. This mean s that the shift from paternal care to the avuncu
late, where it has occurred, cou~d have involved ( 1) young and child
less brother s, ( 2) brothers estranged from other wives, ( 3) unusually 
wealthy or powerful broth ers, or ( 4) brothers who are for other reasons 
unlikely to be successful with their own offspring ( e.g., see Dickeman, 
in press), contributing to the support of sister's offspring. Such a 
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practice would in certain cases ( e.g., the Dobu ) tend to relieve women 
of the necessity of maintaining less than optimal marriages, which in 
turn could reinforce the strength of the avunculate and the solida rity of 
kin relationships through mothers, and further weaken the institution 
of marriage. It is difficult to see how a woman could gain from her 
spouse having a low confidence of paternity, but she is not as constrained 
to provide confidence of paternity for him if she can depend upon her 
brothers and other relatives for child support and other assistance. 

Men would ordinarily gain reproductively from being able to tend 
their own offspring rather than those of sisters. But under certain con
ditions - such as when inheritance of resources such as land and cattle 
is very important, and living conditions, absence as a result of military 
requirements, or other factors cause lowered confidence of paternity -
it is easy to understand how shifts toward prominence of mother's 
brother, matrilineality, fragility of marriage bond s, and lowered confi
dence of paternity might go together, in patterns entirely consistent with 
a Darwinian model of human sociality. I empha size that men may 
sometimes gain from favoring juveniles less closely related to them than 
their own offspring, and that much nepotism may be dispensed to sisters' 
offspring in ordinary situations, owing to the generally greater potential 
for power among males , causing brothers generally to assume responsi
bility for sister's welfare and that of her family. These circumstances 
commonly may occur without the extreme shift which I wish to empha
size, leading to cases in which sister's offspring are actually favored 
over spouse's offspring. Prominen ce of the avunculate obviously does 
not require that a man's sister's offspring average a closer relationship 
to him than bis spouse's offspring. 

ASYMMETRICAL TREATMENT OF COUSINS 

Cousins are the offspring of siblings. Offspring of full siblings, 
which share both parents, share on average Ys of their genes, ibd; off
spring of half-siblings share 1 / 16 of their genes (Fig. 2). 

Cousins are sometimes divided into two kinds, offspring of siblings 
of the same sex, called parallel-cousins, and offspring of siblings of 
different sexes, called cross-cousins. In technological societies derived 
from Europe ( such as our own), cousins are usually not subdivided 
in this fashion, causing these terms to be novel for most persons other 
than anthropolo gists; but cousins are so divided in many other societies 
and in many different part s of the world (Murdock, 1967). 

In general, close relatives are more likely to be objects of nepotism, 
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and less likely to be objects of sexual behavior, than are more distant 
relative s. In cases of cousins there is a general correlation between the 
distinguishing of cross- and parallel -cousins, the assigning of asym
metrical nomenclature, and their differential treatment, at least in re
gard to marriage. In many societies which distinguish cross- and 
parallel-cousins, parallel-cou sins are termed siblings rather than cousins, 
and marriages between them, but not between cross-cousins, are either 
forbidden or discouraged. Although nepoti stic behavior has not been 
as prominently analyzed with regard to cousins as has marriage be
havior, the nomenclatural asymmetry implies that parallel-cousin s also 
favor one another in nepoti sm over cross-cousins. 

As is typical of human social pattern s, these practices are not entirely 
consistent. Thu s, the asymmetry of treatment and nomenclature and 
reversals in a few societies ( with parallel-cousin s rather than cross
cousins favored in marriage) have been used prominently and frequently 
to emphasize the inappropriateness of assuming a biological back
ground for kinship nomenclature and behavior. Since cross- and 
parallel-cou sins are genetically similar to exactly the same degree, it is 
asked, why should they be treated differently ( e.g., see Lowie, 1920; 
Levi Strauss, 1969)? 

To examine this question as an example in the search for biological 
sense in human cultural practices, we may consider first the likelihood 
that the assessment of genetic overlap is really correct for the societies 
in question. It will only be correct, of course, when true (genetic) 
parents correspond exactly to functional (social) parents. But devia
tions occur, and in a given society some kinds of deviations may be more 
likely than others. In a monogamous society with carefully kept rec
ords, ,perhaps deviations will be minimal, and they would seem to have 
little possible effect on cousin marriages. So we expect societies with 
long-term monogamy to be symmetrical in regard to the treatment of 
cousins, hence, not to distinguish them. 

But many societies, even today - and nearly all nontechnological 
societies - permit polygynous marriages, or did so within recorded his
tory. The evident antiquity of group-living in humans, the universality 
of polygyny ( sometimes deriving from promiscuity) in multi-male pri
mate social groups, and the prevalence of polygyny even recently (Mur
dock, 1967) all indicate that polygyny has likely been a prevalent mar
riage system in most societies during most of human history. More
over, in most polygynous societies, sororal polygyny is prevalent -
that is, the different wives of one man may be sisters to one another. 
Additionally, in association with polygyny commonly resulting in many 
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less powerful men , and particularly younger men, being mateless, older, 
more powerful men may accumulate wives in excess of the numb er they 
can actually retain and pass them to younger brothers still unable to 
acquire wives on their own ( Chagnon, 1968 ). 

In a soro rally polygynous society, sister s' offspring will often be half
siblings. If brothers share wives to a significant degree, or if older broth
ers transfer wives to younger brother s, brother s' offspring will also aver
age a closer relation ship than will cro ss-co usins. That is, there will be 
less possibility of knowing precisely who has fathered particular babies, 
and the potential errors involve brothers. In polygynou s societies, then, 
what seem to be parallel cousins may actually have the same father, 
and in fact they "are usually themselves called siblings in primitive lan
guages" ( Lowie, 1970: 76). "Parallel-c ousins " in such societ ies will 
thu s on the average be genetically more closely related than cross
cousins (Ha rris, ··1971; Alexander, 1974 ), and this fact must somehow 
be explained away before we can dismiss the differenc es in incest rules 
for cross- and parallel-cousin union s as genetically meanin gless or owing 
solely to the particular whims or idio syncracie s of different groups. 

Numerous asymm etries in genetic overlap between paternal and 
mate rnal relatives are possible, and they may correlate closely with ten
dencies to distingui sh them in ways that European mono gamous (hence, 
symmetrical) societies do not. It is worth stressing that the actual 
origins, or any particular (proximate) reasons given, for the existence 
of such rules in any society are not in themselves sufficient to cast doubt 
on the significance of such correlations. They may be as irrelevant to 
the question of reproductive significance or function as is, say, variation 
in the ontogenetic background of two bird songs to the fact that each 
protects the territory of the pos sessor. 

If incest avoidance is principany involved in the greater favor with 
which cross-cousin marriage s are viewed, as contrasted with parallel
cousin marriage s, then several predictions can be made about symmetry 
and asymmetry in the encouragement and discouragement of cross
cousin versus parallel-cou sin marria ges, and likewise of marriages be
tween parallel-cousins with brother-fathers and those with sister-mothers. 

In monogamous societies of long standing, in which marriages usu
ally last a long time or for the lifetime s of the partners, cross- and 
parallel-cousin marriage s should be most symmetrical. For at least two 
rea sons they may not necessarily be symmetrical in any given case: ( 1) 
monogamy may be recent and (2) communal living of an asymmetrical 
sort ( e.g., brothers with their wives in the same household, or sisters 
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with their husbands) may lead to a greater likelihood of parallel-cousin s 
being half-siblings. The reverse can only be true ( cross-cou sins more 
closely related than parallel- cousins ) if brother- sister incest occurs. If 
the argument is valid that culture is reproductively adap tive, then only 
when incest rules do not promote outbreeding should cross-cousins be 
called siblings when parallel-cousin s are not. 

A general failure of symmetry in cousin treatment alone might, on 
account of the great likelihood of a history of polygyny, support the 
notion that reproductive history is important in interpreting human cul
ture. In cases of ancient monogamy, one should expect parallel- and 
cross-cousins not to be distinguished at all, as is true of the Andaman 
Islanders (Radcliffe-Brown, 1964) and all of Murdock 's ( 1967) 28 
societies in or derived from modern Europe. Asymmetry should be 
greatest in systems of sororal polygyny in which men are permitted to 
make secondary marriage s with brother 's wives, or when sororal po
lygyny is prevalent and men cannot take brother 's wives. 

Considering the extreme s, then , ~symmetry in cousin treatment should 
be concentrated in societies favorin g or specifying sororal polygyny, and 
symmetry should be concentr ated in societies practicing monogamy. 
Almost half ( 211) of the 423 societies in Murdock 's ( 1967) ethno
graphic sample ( of 565) , usable for this purpo se because the relevant 
data are there, treat parallel- and cross-cousins symmetrically or do not 
distinguish them , and half (212) treat them asymmetrically or distinguish 
them. But 75 of 79 societies (95 % ) favorin g or prescribing sororal 
polygyny treat parallel- and cross-cousins asymmetrically , while only 
35 of 101 monogamou s societies (35 % ) do so (p < 0.0001 ). Alterna
tively, using Murdock 's ( 1967) standard sample of I 86 societies, sub
stituting where data are not available for a few societies indicated in the 
sample, one finds that only 5 of 15 monogamous societies (33%) treat 
cousins asymmetrically, while 7 of 8 soro rally polygynou s societies 
(87.5 %) treat them asymmetrically (p = 0.0177: Fisher 's exact prob
ability test; Siegel, 1956). These data do not include information on 
whether or not men are allowed to make secondary marriages with 
brothers' wives because Murdock doe s not include this datum. 

There are actually two kinds of symmetrical treatment of cross- and 
parallel-cousins, those in which all are referred to as cousins and never 
classified as siblings ( 60 societies) and those in which all cousins and 
siblings are referred to by the same terms ( 132 societies, of which 23 
are monogamous). In the latter case cousin marriages are obviously 
not allowed. Of 94 monogamous societies with the relevant data avail
able, 73 (80 % ) disfavor or forbid all cousin marriages, so it is not sur-
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prising that 35 % of the monogamou s societies treatin g cou sins sym
metrically refer to them as siblings and forbid them to marry. The 
single excepti on to asymmetrical tre atment of cousins among the eight 
soror ally polygynou s societies in Murdo ck's stand ard sample , used 
ab ove, is the Papa go Indian s of Mexico (Underhill , 1939) , who are de
scribed as disfavorin g all cousin marriage s and refer to both cro ss- and 
parallel-cous ins as siblings (hence, this is not really an exception, al
though I have so treated it in the test - see below ). 

Anoth er possible explanation for asymmetrica l treatment of cross
and parallel-cou sins, also consistent with a Darwinian mod el but not 
distinguishable by the tests I have described , was suggested to me by 
William Iron s. He note s that favorin g relative s of the same sex when 
the sex is in a position particularly to benefit from the kind of assistance 
one can give could lead to a lineal bia s in which, for example, mother' s 
sister , as well as mother's sister's offspring, were favored over mother' s 
brother and his offspring . It seems to me that this mjght be especiall y 
true ( i.e., also prominent ) in cases of sororal polygyny, where sisters 
would benefit from cooperatin g, sometimes to have their own way 
against a powerful husband . But we would be hard-pr essed to separate 
these two effects. Moreover, the explanation suggested by Iron s might 
account for preferenti al nepoti sm; it would not account for sexual or 
marital avoidanc e. 

So far I have mentioned two respects in which kinship terms re
ferring to cou sins seem not to reflect genetic relation ship s : ( 1 ) parallel
cou sins are sometime s called siblings and (2 ) all cousins are sometimes 
called siblings. The se two departure s from genetic kinshlp seem to re
flect the two general cat egories mention ed earlier, which together may 
explain a great deal about the background of human kinship conven
tions. In the first case the appar ent deviation is not deviation at all 
but a closer genetic fit than the model observer s had been applying to 
call it a deviation. The second case appears at first to be a genetically 
arbitrary decision to serve some particular purpo se or function . Such 
arbitrary decisions may be respon sible for much kinship nomenclature. 
In thls case, however, if the function of incest avoidance is served by 
genetic outbreeding, then referring to all cousin s as siblings is not ge
netically arbitrary if it reflects a closer genetic relation ship than in those 
cases in which cou sins are not called siblings, or if it leads to greater 
outbreedin g in societie s in which it is less expensive or for other rea
sons advantageous to avoid first cou sin marriag es. 

Other deviation s from genetic relation ships in kinship term s are re
lated to those discus sed above. Thus, father's brother and mother's 
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sister are sometimes called father and mother, respectively. As we 
have already seen, father's brother may indeed be father, and moth er's 
sister in sororal polygyny will have offspring ¾ like tho se of mother . 
Cross-cousins are somet imes called by nam es applying to other genera
tions, such as aunt, uncle , niece, or nephew . This effectively remove s 
them from the marria geable category by referrin g to them as relatives 
that are related by ¼ and characteristically are involved in incest tab oos. 
Similarly , marriageable cross-cousins may be called cousins, and non
marriageable cross -cousins may be called siblings. In each case we will 
wish to know eventually if there are reasons for suspecting that nomen
c1atural practice s deviating from those apparently genetically appro
priate reflect histori ca l variations in genetic differences not yet obvious 
to us. 

In some societies, such as nomadic tribe smen in North Africa, 
parallel- cousin marriages are preferred (Murdo ck, 1967 ); this tendency 
may actuall y exist throu ghout most Arabic-speaking population s (Iron s, 
Dickeman , pers. comm. ). The prefer ence is asymmetrical, involving 
the offspring of brothers, not sisters, and inheritanc e passes from genera
tion to generati on throu gh male offspring. So this system of marriages 
tends to keep herd s and other goods int act and within the family and 
this has in fact been given by participants in the system as the reason 
for its maintenan ce. It is not difficult to suppo se that the conflicting 
costs and benefits of nepoti sm and marria geability ( one marrie s a more 
distant relative but nepoti stically help s a closer one), which both seem 
often to focus at the cousin level ( one terminating with closer related 
ness, the other with more distant rel atedness) may involve a delicate 
balance that can be tipped by special circum stances. Thu s, the costs of 
inbreeding may sometime s, and perhaps with these herdsmen, be out
weighed by the benefits of inheritance of wealth or goods. Similar cir
cumstance s may prevail in royal lines, notori ous for their tendencies 
to inbreed quite closely. With roya lty it is the crown that must be re
tained at all costs, and its retention may depend upon royalty marrying 
royalty even when the only royalty available is within the nuclear family. 

In these two prominent cases, then , of mother 's brother and the asym
metrical treatment of cou sins, a Darwinian model for the natural history 
of human behavior is not ony upheld, but it leads to directions of in
vestigation not previou sly taken, yet apparently yielding significant 
promi se for the so lution of problems that have long perplexed students 
of human sociality. At the very least we may consider that we have 
good reason to continue our analysis of the relation ship between human 
behavior and natural selection. 
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A COMMENT ON INCEST AND MARRIAGE PATTERNS 

Incest avoidance may be regarded as an aspect of mate selection 
whereby, in general, close relatives of the opposite sex are unavailable 
or disfavored, while more distant relatives are favored or specified. 
Member s of one's nuclear family are nearly always excluded as possible 
mate s, and, in humans, certain close relat ives, just outside the nuclear 
family, are nearly always either exduded or disfavored. Other relatives 
only a little more distant may be suitable, preferr ed, or prescribed mate s. 
Distant relatives or nonrelative s may also be suitabl e, preferred, or pre
scribed mates. If fairly close relatives are preferred or prescribed, 
those more distant may as a result be more or less incidentally disfavored 
or excluded. 

Genetic outbreeding does not necessarily imply that only the most 
distant possible relatives, or nonrelatives, are suitabl e marria ge or sex 
partners. Restrictin g one's sexual or marria ge partner to increa singly 
distant relative s involves increasing costs (Figs. 2, 5). Thus, fewer in
dividuals are available, greater dis~ances may have to be traveled to 
locate them, and greater risks may be involved in secur ing them ; dele
terious partitionin g of reprod uctive resources may also result from ex
treme outbreeding. 

On the other hand , close iobreejing also ha s disadvantages. Thus, 
with outbreeding fewer deleterious recessive alleles are exposed, there is 
less chance of reproductive devaluin g of relatives because of sexual 
competition (Hamilton, 1967 ), and reproductive resources may be ad
vantageou sly partition ed, for example, to those levels at which they are 
likely to undergo maximal inflation of their value. The complex pat
tern s of marriage regulations in human societies may thus be largely 
interpretable as aspects of nepo tism in which genetic relatives are con
strained against competition, for mat es and other resources, which de
values collective effects on the inclusive fitnesses of parents and other 
relatives . This explanation of marriag e patt erns and rules focuses at
tention simultaneou sly on individual interests in obtaining mates and 
resources and collective or societal interest in minimizing competiti on 
deleteriou s to the inclusive fitnesses of individuals related to the com
petitors. Rules or practices resulting from such collective interests must 
often be compromises based on differences in inter ests, and differences 
in power or influence; frequently , the most satisfactory or practical com
promise remains the same from one generation to the next. In this case 
a Darwinian model appea rs to draw together the phenomena of individual 
interests and cultural collectivity (including its continuity) in a fashion 
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FIGURE 5. - Relat ionship between the benefits and costs of outbreeding (see 
text ). It is inferred that they tend to balance near the level of first cousins in 
mo st human societie s. ln monogam ous species in which, unlike the human spe
cies, relatives outside the family are not distingui shed, the cost of outbreed ing will 
rise shar ply beyond the level of 50% genes identical by descent because it will 
include the cost of adding a method of distinguishing closer and more distant 
extrafamilial rel atives. For polygynous families the same cost will be incurred 
largel y outside the 25 % level if half-siblings are reared together, hence can be 
excluded as mates with no additional cost of recognition. 

not previously accomplished with cultural or genetic models that ignored 
inclusive fitness (Alex ander , ms.). 

Since the costs of inbreeding diminish outward and the costs of out
breeding mount with its degree, the two lines necessa rily cross at some 
point (Fig. 5). I suggest that in most human societies the lines cross 
somewhere near the level of first cousins, farther out when more distant 
cousins are readily avai lable, and closer in when the particular heritable 
resources involved are deflated rather than inflated in value as a result 
of extensive partition. Thus , we may expect nomad s with few heritable 
goods, such as Australian Abori ginals, to marry further out. Herdsmen 
and farmers, and members of titled or royal families, in particular , might 
tend to marry in. A very large number of factors may be involved in 
the exact degree of inbreeding and outbreeding, or in the selection of 
marriage partner s at given levels of inbreeding and outbreeding. The 
important point is that with human marriage patterns, as with kinship 
systems and inheritance patterns, analyses based on cost-benefit assess
ments from a Darwinian model are called for, and they are feasible. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In 1975 I wrote as follows : "That man bas evolved his character
istics as a result of selectio n that never lost its potency at the individual 
level lead s to the argument that civilization, and all of the notions re
garding so: ial intera ct ions that derive from it and from which it is de
rived, like justice, moralit y, and ethics, to some large extent compri se 
specifications of the limits to which the collective memb ers of this or 
that society will permit individual memb ers of society to go in the 
course of reproduct ive competition . . .. the argument that group-living 
intensifies reproduct ive competition between individual s and requires 
continual pressure from some outside selective force such as predator s 
to per sist ... implies that human society is a network of lies and decep
tion , persisting only becau se system s of conventions about perm issible 
kind s and extents of lying have ari sen." I identified the triple paradox, 
referr ed to earlier, that " the only organism capable of at least a feeble 
anal ysis of its own attribute s must use the very attributes to be anal yzed 
to carry out the analysis, when a central one of tho se attributes is a 
rather strong tendency to reject the results of all such analyses!" 

In this paper I have furth ered th e paradox by noting that another of 
our hum an attribute s is the ability to init iate cost-benefit ana lyses, con
scious and otherwise, of suppo sed human behavioral traits or tendencies 
identified for us, and, if we do not like the results, to cancel the trait s 
or alter the tenden cies. No other o rganism has this abili ty, hence is so 
potential ly confusing to wou ld-b e investigato rs of its nature. 

But we have still not specified the ultimate par adox. It is that the 
demon stratio n of the Darwinian mod el of human behavior , unle ss we 
are exceedin gly careful , may not be the kind of enlightened behavioral 
modification described above, but the rejection of the model, through 
emotional arguments and the insistence that a Darwinian view, if ac
cepted, necessa rily leads to the destruction of society or its domination 
by evil and self-centered minoriti es. Thu s to reject explanation s of our 
soc iality, solely because of society's historical framework of self-decep
tion, would be to thwart any noti on of a true human philo sophy . It 
would be the greatest of all ironi es that we should spend so much of 
our energies educati ng ourselves to enlightened adju stment and elim
ination of activities dee me:i personally and coll ectively unde sirable , 
and promotion of tho :;e similarly deemed desirable , yet turn from such 
modification s to righteous and passionate denia ls when the very basis 
of sociality is exposed by the same kind of education. 

A Darwinian model seems to m.e to be establi shed beyond doubt as 
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an appropriate hypothesis for the background of a significant , if not the 
major, fraction of the proxjmate behavioral tendenc:es and motivations 
of human s. Assuming that I have properly interpreted the evidence on 
this point, presented here and elsewhere, we may now ask in which of 
two directions shaII we move: Toward further tests of the Darwinian 
model, and its use where appropriate in conscious, rational, and collec
tively agreed-upon adju stment s of the human fate? Or toward indignant 
and fearful denial s of this and any other testable model of the back
ground of social structure? Which alternative will we ultim ately demon
strate to illustrate the true uniquene ss of humanity? 

A theory is the more impre ssive the greater is the simplicity of its 
premises, the more different are the kind s of things it relates and 
the more extended is its range of app licabilit y. 

-Albert Einstein 
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